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1. Executive Summary
Based on the detailed D2.1 report, this document extends state of the art in the realization of
the mechanisms and algorithms of the CrowdHEALTH platform – a secure ICT platform that
incorporates the collective knowledge from the multiple heterogeneous sources and its
combination with situational awareness artefacts- based on holistic health records,
heterogeneous data aggregation systems and algorithms, big data analysis and storage,
mining, forecasting and visualisation, and finally policy development toolkits. Security and
privacy enhancing and enforcing mechanisms are also presented throughout an overview.
Alongside the state of the art, the enhancements to the previously mentioned mechanisms
and toolkits that are planned for CrowdHEALTH will be presented and extended, providing a
clear overview of the contributions added and validated through the run of the project - an
inter-disciplinary effort where the resulting platform includes big data management
mechanisms addressing the complete data path, namely from acquisition and cleaning up to
data integration, modelling, analysis, information extraction and interpretation.
In addition, this report provides an updated analysis of the requirements list considered during
the development of the platform, adding the experiences based on initial steps of development
and integration that will be later evaluated during the implementation of the pilot programs.
More specifically, the requirements have been refined based on a better understanding of
available real world data and functional scenarios. As assumed in D2.1, requirements will help
the research and development efforts by providing support and guiding the decisions and
strategies adopted the in specific work packages.

2. Introduction
CrowdHEALTH aims to deliver an integral ICT platform providing decision support to public
health authorities in the policy creation and co-creation efforts, through the exploitation of
collective knowledge that emerges from multiple heterogeneous sources and its combination
with situational awareness artefacts. The platform will expose Data as a Service points
oriented towards policy makers and will allow them to utilize causal and risk stratification
mechanisms - combined with forecasting and simulation tools - towards the development of
multi-modal targeted policies in terms of time scales, location properties, population
segmentation and evolving risks.
Towards this goal, as presented in Figure 1, CrowdHEALTH consists of four main pillars:
Social Holistic Health Records, Real-Time Big Data Management, Data Sources Exploitation,
and Health Policies Development and Impact Assessment:



The Social Holistic Health Records (HHRs) represent a source and the ground for
discovering detailed information about population segments and their specific features.
The Real-time Big Data mechanisms will enable the platform to process millions of
events per second, enabling the exploitation of available information (sometimes
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critical) from multiple comprehensive sources. In addition to the already available
information, contextual information will also be provided as an enhancement
mechanism, increasing the capability of annotating, understanding and deriving
knowledge.
The Dynamic Exploitation of information and HHRs will enable the fusion and
interpretation of data form heterogeneous sources.
The Health Policies Development and Impact Assessment will be based on employing
the previous three mechanisms towards assisting in defining and driving health
policies.

The specific technologies required by these four pillars, their interdependencies, their current
state of the art, planned enhancements and evaluation criteria are within the scope of this
report.

Figure 1: Main pillars of CrowdHEALTH

More specifically, in this deliverable, a comprehensive list of requirements (specific to the four
pillars) will be explicitly defined and linked. Both use case requirements, as well as technology
requirements are defined in order to facilitate their completion; a standard template form was
devised and used included on section 3.
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Finally, by defining the current state of the art and a description of the planned enhancements
and research topics, a clear contribution and relevance for and to the resulting platform is
provided.
The document is organized as follows:






The acronym table provides an overview of the terminology used within this
deliverable.
Section 1 and 2 describes the executive summary and the introduction.
Section 3 provides comprehensive review of the requirements arising within
CrowdHEALTH. It describes the requirements for both pilot use cases and the
technical requirements for each component type. These requirements then define the
focus, validation methodology and acceptance criteria for evaluating the results of the
project.
Section 4 describes the current state of the art for the relevant mechanisms and
protocols employed by the CrowdHEALTH platform, as well as the expected
contribution advancing the current knowledge within each specific field.

3. Requirements
Towards an effective compilation and consideration of requirements, each requirement has
been specified by the contents of the following fixed format table:
Name
<Req Name>

ID
UC/TL-TYPE-RQT#
Definition

This field contains the specification of the requirement (description of
the purpose and goals to be fulfilled), written in a preferably concise,
yet clear way. At this point one should be very specific as to which is
the goal of this requirement and envisioned benefit. E.g., The
gateway must support different data sources.

Reference Use
Case

This field provides a link between the requirements and the
CrowdHEALTH use cases. <e.g. UC#1>

Reference
functionality

This field contains information on the CrowdHEALTH components
and functionalities this requirement refers to.

Success criteria

This field contains information on how to assess the fulfilment of this
requirement.

Requirements
dependencies

This field lists (the corresponding codes) of other requirements on
which the specific one depends.

Priority

This element specifies the criticality of the requirement, and can take
the values COULD for optional requirements, SHOULD for desirable,
MUST for mandatory (in ascending order).
11/180
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This field provides an estimation on the time-frame to have this
requirement fulfilled: M12 (1st version of prototypes) / M24 (2nd
version of prototypes) / M36 (3rd version of prototypes)

The fields are as follows:







ID: This field provides a unique code to exclusively identify each individual requirement
and ease tracking its fulfilment in the next steps of the project. This field has the following
generic format:
UC/TL-TYPE-RQT#: In this format, the following sub-fields are identified.
O UC/TL indicates the origin of the requirement, that is, whether it has emerged from
the use cases or from the technical analysis of CrowdHEALTH components.
O TYPE indicates the type of the requirements and may take the following values:
 FUNC – functional requirement.
 POL – non-functional policy requirement.
 DAT – non-functional data requirement.
 SP – non-functional security & privacy requirement.
 OTH – other non-functional requirement.
RQT# is a unique identifier of the requirement composed of an optional text string and a
sequence of digits.
N/A marks the affected table line/cell as not available/applicable for the particular
subject/requirement.

3.1.

Use cases requirements

3.1.1. Use Case #1: Overweight and obesity control
3.1.1.1.

Goal and objectives

Obesity and overweight are harmful to health, both by themselves, as well as being risk
factors for other chronic diseases and as shortening factors for life expectancy. The increasing
concern about the prevalence of obesity and overweight is due to the association with main
chronic diseases of our time: cardiac diseases, diabetes mellitus type II, hypertension, and
some types of cancer. Changes in diet and sedentary lifestyles are the main triggers in the
increase of obesity. Since there is an under-diagnosis of this condition, the National Public
Health strategy aims at achieving a systematic detection of overweight and obesity.
Hence, the main goal for Hospital La Fe (HULAFE) use case is to improve obesity diagnosis,
the education of the patient and the monitoring of the health problem. To achieve this, we
propose different objectives:
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(i) To develop key indicators related with obesity, which provide more information about the
health status and co-morbidities using different information sources and linked with EHR of the
patient.
(ii) To establish agreements with stakeholders involved in prevention of obesity to provide
tools to the population in order to increase their empowerment and knowledge in front of this
health problem.
(iii) To develop predictive models and alerts for clinical staff allowing them being more
accurate diagnosing obesity and overweight.
3.1.1.2.

Detailed description

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines overweight and obesity as “abnormal or
excessive fat accumulation that may impair health”. Currently, this is measured using the Body
Mass Index (BMI), which is a useful population-level measure. A higher BMI is correlated with
higher levels of comorbidities and mortality due to such chronic diseases. In adults, obesity is
also related with osteoarthritis and respiratory diseases. In the Spanish adult population (2560 years) the rate of obesity is 14.5% while overweight is 38.5%. That is, one in every two
adults has a higher weight than recommended. Obesity is more frequent in women (15.7%)
than in men (13.4%). It has also been observed that the prevalence of obesity increases as
people's age increases, reaching 21.6% and 33.9% in men and women over 55 years of age,
respectively. Among the main causes are the greater consumption of hypercaloric foods (with
high fat and sugar content) and less physical activity.
The health strategy on obesity and overweight focuses mainly on an early detection that
should be included in the general examination of any patient. Prevention should be carried out
from childhood promoting healthy living habits involving groups such as Medical and
Pharmaceutical Colleges, societies of General Practitioners, and patient associations. Actions
developed from the strategy include: early detection of at-risk of obesity patients and advising
food and physical activities, periodic campaigns for the early detection of overweight and
obesity, informative and help strategies to prevent obesity in susceptible groups, or identify
and follow potentially at-risk young people.
The available data from the Information Systems of Hospital La Fe are divided into different
data marts that include the following domains: patient information, hospitalization episodes,
emergency room episodes, hospital at home episodes, and morbidity. Additionally, there is
partial information that can be used for outpatient consultations, laboratory results, and costs.
Furthermore, we are about to gather and integrate information from the Primary Health Care
database regarding anthropometric information, and longitudinal data.
The number of patients diagnosed as patients with overweight and/or obesity are detected
using the ICD-9-CM.
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Description

Overweight, obesity and other hyperalimentation. Excludes
278 hyperalimentation NOS (783.6), poisoning by vitamins NOS (963.5),
polyphagia (783.6)
278.0

Overweight and obesity. Excludes adiposogenital dystrophy (253.8),
obesity of endocrine origin NOS (259.9)

278.00 Unspecified obesity
278.01 Morbid obesity, severe obesity
278.02 Overweight
278.03 Hypoventilation and obesity syndrome, Pickwick syndrome
The number of overweight or obese patients with a complete EHR and currently alive is 5,532.
The total admitted patients diagnosed with overweight or obesity is 21,196, but these includes
patients from other health departments whose EHR will probably be incomplete.
3.1.1.3.

Stakeholders

Roles





Hospital Universitario y Politécnico La Fe
Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria La Fe
Servicio de Endocrinología
Agencia de Salud Pública

Interests






Hospital Universitario y Politécnico La Fe: The Hospital has two main interests: (i) to
improve the systematic detection of overweight and obesity and to create indicators
and predictive models for associated risks to provide a better health care. (ii) To
develop an EHR that can be complemented with added information on non-healthcare
determinants of health of the patients such as nutrition habits and physical activity
habits.
Instituto de Investigación Sanitaria La Fe: The research institute of the Hospital is
interested in the contributions of the CrowdHEALTH Project on overweight and
obesity.
Servicio de Endocrinología: The endocrinology service from the Hospital, as the main
health care professionals in charge of the obese patients, is interested in improving the
detection and enabling an early prevention treatment to avoid conducting laparoscopic
surgery on these patients.
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Agencia de Salud Pública: The Public Health Agency of the region is interested in the
outcomes of the CrowdHEALTH Project in relation to their current policies on
overweight, obesity and mainly on the promotion of good and healthy nutrition and
physical activity habits. This agent is the potential political decision maker and may be
one of the final users of the outcomes of the CrowdHEALTH Project.

3.1.1.4.

CrowdHEALTH Innovation

3.1.1.4.1.

Current Status

From a health care point of view, obesity and overweight are harmful to health, both by
themselves, as well as being risk factors for other chronic diseases and as shortening factors
for life expectancy. Changes in diet and sedentary lifestyles are the main triggers in the
increase In the Spanish adult population (25-60 years) the rate of obesity is 14.5% while
overweight is 38.5%. That is, one in every two adults has a higher body mass index than
recommended. Furthermore, obesity and overweight has a clear association with the main
chronic disease of our time: cardiac diseases, diabetes mellitus type II, hypertension, and
some types of cancer.
The number of overweight or obese patients with a complete Electronic Health Record (EHR)
and currently alive is 5,532. These are patients from the capita of the Hospital, which are
298,803 patients up to this date. This implies that only around 2% of the patients of the
hospital are correctly identified as being overweight or obese. Taking into account that the
prevalence is nearly 50% of the population, this Hospital has clearly under diagnosed the
condition. This problem extends to a situation where the endocrinologists may limit the
solution to a surgery treatment, which is indeed considered a failure in the treatment of
obesity. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to reinforce the coordination between primary
and secondary healthcare, to improve the systematic detection of obesity and to promote this
detection among the endocrinologists, and finally to promote good nutrition habits and good
physical activity habits. The national health strategy on obesity and overweight (NAOS)
focuses on an early detection that should be included in the general examination of any
patient. Prevention should be carried out from childhood promoting healthy living habits
involving groups such as Medical and Pharmaceutical Colleges, societies of General
Practitioners, and patient associations, but also by other stakeholders belonging to community
(like supermarkets).
From a technological point of view, Hospital La Fe has a high degree of digitalized information
about all the health care services and hospital resource utilisation, as well as information
about the patients that belong to the capita of the Health Care Department. The medical and
clinical information is stored in different databases as in isolated silos, but it is then integrated
in a data warehouse for building indicators, business intelligence rules and risk stratification
and predictive models. This is an on-going process where the holistic health record of the
CrowdHEALTH Project may introduce new features and information that may enrich the data
warehouse and the electronic health record of the patients.
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Innovation through CrowdHEALTH

The CrowdHEALTH Project will provide two main innovations to this Use Case. First, the
outcomes of the project will support and provide evidence to the systematic detection of
obesity and overweight, which is part of one of the main goals of the Spanish health strategy
on obesity. The analysis of the data will provide risk stratification models for identifying people
at risk of obesity and at risk of developing any other co-morbidity associated. At the same time,
we pretend to discover possible factors that intervene in the compliance (or not) of obese
patients with the healthy habits on nutrition and physical activity.
Second, the CrowdHEALTH Project will provide a technological mechanism to complement
the EHR with information on non-healthcare determinants of health of the patients, such as
nutrition habits and physical activity habits. In addition, we will evaluate a Pilot Study on the
remote monitoring of obese patients using the information provided by specific devices, which
at the same time will serve as an evaluation of the Holistic Health Record for the Hospital.
3.1.1.5.

Requirements
Name
Data Anonymization

ID
UC1-SP-3111
Definition

Data anonymization and security policies

Reference Use Case

UC#1

Reference
functionality

Data anonymization, sources and data verification

Success criteria

Data anonymized at source before entering the CrowdHEALTH
data stores

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32161

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Predictive models for risk
stratification

ID
UC1-OTH-3112
Definition

Data-driven risk stratification models that will allow identifying
clusters of patients at risk of developing morbidities, or patients that
may benefit more from specific treatment protocols.

Reference Use Case

UC#1
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Reference
functionality

Risk identification

Success criteria

Good performance of the data-driven models under a holdout
evaluation following metrics such as the c-statistic or the f1-score

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3291 to TL-FUNC-3297

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Clinical pathways mining

ID
UC1-OTH-3113
Definition

Various measures for the effectiveness of treatment should be
considered. For instance, the risk of hospital readmission or postdischarge death

Reference Use Case

UC#1

Reference
functionality

Clinical pathways mining

Success criteria

Evaluated treatments and proposed optimization of pathways

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32101

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Local Deployment

ID
UC1-FUNC-3114
Definition

Local independent deployment of the CrowdHEALTH Platform
must be supported.

Reference Use Case

UC#1

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

Independent functional deployments of the platform can be created
through a specified process.
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Name
Non-healthcare determinants of health
Data Sources

ID
UC1-FUNC-3115
Definition

Complementary information from remote monitoring devices of
patients such as nutrition and physical activity habits must be
integrated with the already existing information in the EHR.

Reference Use Case

UC#1

Reference
functionality

HHR Model

Success criteria

Data from remote monitoring devices are correctly integrated with
the EHR of the patients

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3291 to TL-FUNC-3297

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

3.1.2. Use Case #2: Chronic disease management
3.1.2.1.

Goal and objectives

The BioAssist use case focuses on chronic diseases management, and it entails integrated
services supporting independent living of elderly and people suffering from chronic diseases
with features embracing several aspects of homecare, independent living and medical
adherence, including biosignal sensors utilization, video communication and emergency
management. The aim of the technologies already applied within our use case is to enhance
chronic patients’ quality of life and support their caregivers by providing them with the means
for continuous monitoring of the patients’ physical and physiological status, allowing for
enhanced decision-making and early detection of risks.
Extending this scenario with the capabilities of the CrowdHEALTH Platform will provide
meaningful insights into the collected data and therefore empower caregivers in the
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assessment of treatment plans and clinical pathways, as well as potential policy makers in
measuring the impact of relevant policies.
3.1.2.2.

Detailed description

Ongoing piloting activities throughout Greece of BioAssist will be utilized for this use case.
The users of the application are chronic patients enrolled in the company’s platform and
equipped with a tablet with the application pre-installed. The users are also provided with
Bluetooth-enabled medical devices for measuring their biosignals according to their condition.
The devices list contains pulse oximeter, blood pressure meter, glucometer, spirometer,
weighing scale and physical activity tracker. The use case is built upon three pillars: biosignal
measurements, Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and social data of the patient.






Biosignal measurements: Each patient is supervised by a doctor enrolled in the
platform and the doctor is capable of creating a personalized programme for
measurements and medication intake for the patient. The patient performs biosignal
measurements on a daily basis, as per the doctor’s instructions and they are
automatically transmitted to the application and stored on BioAssist’s cloud.
Electronic Health Record: Apart from biosignal measurements, the user’s Patient
Health Record (PHR) also includes lab test results, medications and allergies, and is
accessible to their attending doctor. The adherence of the user to the medical plan
defined by the doctor is also part of the EHR.
Social data: The attending doctor communicates on a weekly basis with their patient,
using the platform’s videoconferencing functionality. The patient can also communicate
through the system with their relatives and friends, while contact is encouraged with
social networking features, such as photo and video sharing.

Throughout the course of the project, the three types of data will be transformed through
CrowdHEALTH in Holistic Health Records, anonymized, analysed and visualized with the aim
of providing contextual information for effective reasoning and decision-making for attending
doctors. Thus, data analysis will allow for clustering and profiling certain groups of users and
consequently shaping care plans, while also providing the opportunity for creating a coherent
and efficient policy framework for chronic disease management.
In addition, the local deployment of CrowdHEALTH and the use of data analysis techniques
will enable doctors to monitor disease progress and the evolution of a patient’s medical
condition, as well as the effects of interventions on individuals or groups of patients, by
associating them with changes in specific KPIs. Furthermore, CrowdHEALTH tools for risk
assessment based on patient profiling and detection of events that trigger or may possibly
alter clinical pathways, will be highly beneficial to the BioAssist platform, since they will be
directly applied to the streaming data, allowing for extensive and holistic assessment of
patients’ condition and dynamic and personalized adaptation of medical plan aspects.
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Stakeholders

Roles:




Chronic patients.
Attending doctors.
Policy makers.

Interests:





Chronic patients: They are interested in monitoring their health status, improving their
quality of life and communicating with their caring circle.
Attending doctors: They are in need of a holistic tool providing contextual information
from multiple sources for effective reasoning and decision-making. Such a tool will
allow doctors to identify key factors that influence treatment plans, investigate how
these factors correlate to outcomes, and estimate the impact of specific interventions,
thus enabling them to make well-informed decisions with respect to their patients’ care
and dynamically alter clinical pathways whenever necessary.
Policy makers: Potentially interested policy makers in the field of chronic disease
management, such as public health authorities and insurance institutions, lack the
means to measure the impact of relevant policies in terms of actual results on a
population’s health and quality of life. Creating a link between health authorities and
patients is expected to establish effective policy-making processes. Patient monitoring
technologies, such as those exploited in the particular use case, can be used as data
sources that supply up-to-date information on attributes of a population which are
currently difficult to examine in large scale. Therefore, these data sources, which
provide both historical and streaming data, can establish the aforementioned missing
link. This continuous stream of data will allow for impact assessment of policies and
other interventions in almost real-time.

3.1.2.4.

CrowdHEALTH Innovation

3.1.2.4.1.

Current Status

This use case involves monitoring of patients with chronic conditions as analysed beforehand.
In essence, the main goal in chronic condition care is not to cure, but to boost functional
status and ameliorate quality of life. This requires a shift from traditional healthcare delivery
models, away from fragmented service delivery and towards integrated care.
Today, most of the eHealth applications that exist provide plain monitoring and communication
services, lacking the expertise for data visualization and data analysis. The latter two are
powerful cornerstones in the big data value chain, which can facilitate generation of useful
insights and dynamic extraction of knowledge, through the combined analysis of immense
amounts of health data.
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Deriving, analysing and combining useful information from heterogeneous sources will lead to
a context serving as a basis for efficient decision-making and effective reasoning for policy
makers and interested stakeholders in chronic disease management.
The lack of interoperability in the existing landscape of multiple data sources will be replaced
by the development of Holistic Health records aiming to create policy frameworks for chronic
disease management, for better care service coordination and integration.
3.1.2.4.2.

Innovation through CrowdHEALTH

The main innovations that we aim to utilize in our case are listed below:
The establishment of Holistic Health Record providing an integrated view of the patient
including all respective health determinants and extending to the social Holistic Health
Records (HHR) will facilitate the compilation of collective knowledge towards predictive risk
and causal analysis and consequently the shaping of an efficient public health policy
framework and the provision of integrated healthcare services.
Data visualization of clustering results and highlighting patterns and trends shall be useful. It
will constitute a useful tool to directly evaluate the trends among groups and an optimal
means to highlight immediately the impact of various policies.
Data analysis on collected data will provide policy makers with a tool measuring the impact of
relevant policies in the context of chronic disease management, in terms of actual results on a
population’s health and quality of life.
3.1.2.5.

Requirements

ID
UC2-SP-3121
Definition

Reference Use Case
Reference
functionality
Success criteria
Requirements
dependencies
Priority
Expected delivery
date

Name
Adaptive Anonymization and Privacy
Levels
Well-defined processes for enabling or disabling anonymization
and adapting privacy levels based on the data and data source
must be implemented. Tools for enforcing anonymization and
privacy policies should be also provided.
UC#2
Data anonymization, Sources & data verification
Successful anonymization of available datasets.
TL-FUNC-32161
MUST
M12
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Name
Local Deployment

Definition

Local independent deployment of the CrowdHEALTH Platform
must be supported.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

Independent functional deployments of the platform can be created
through a specified process.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
UC2-FUNC-3123

Name
Modular Design

Definition

The process for creating a separate deployment of the
CrowdHEALTH platform must allow selection of the desirable
components, depending on the particular needs of the use case, in
order to illustrate the adaptability of the platform to different
scenarios.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

Customized functional installations of the platform can be created.

Requirements
dependencies

UC2-FUNC-3122

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
UC2-FUNC-3124

Name
Automated Deployment

Definition

Simplified process for the deployment of the CrowdHEALTH
Platform, prerequisites, and dependencies locally or in a cloud
environment.

Reference Use Case

UC#2
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N/A
An automated deployment process has been implemented and
tested.

Requirements
dependencies

UC2-FUNC-3122

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
UC2-FUNC-3125

Name
CrowdHEALTH SaaS

Definition

A simplified approach for using and integrating the CrowdHEALTH
features and capabilities would be the deployment of the platform
to a cloud environment and offered in an as-a-Service fashion, so
that isolated instances of it can be used by the different use cases.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

Availability of the CrowdHEALTH service

Requirements
dependencies

UC2-FUNC-3122

Priority

COULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
External Data Sources

ID
UC2-FUNC-3126
Definition

In order to ensure greater availability of information sources,
connectivity with external clouds and services for data acquisition
should be pursued. CrowdHEALTH Gateways must pull data from
external data sources through REST APIs.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Gateways

Success criteria

Data pulling from at least three external sources is supported.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221 to TL-FUNC-32211
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Name
Data Pulling Policies

ID
UC2-FUNC-3127
Definition

CrowdHEALTH Gateways should follow policies for pulling data
through the various incorporated APIs. The policies will include
rules for the periodicity of the tasks that pull data from data
sources, as well as the ability to dynamically trigger pull task based
on specific events (e.g. web hooks).

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Gateways

Success criteria

Data pulling policies are implemented.

Requirements
dependencies

UC2-FUNC-3126

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Data Cleaning

ID
UC2-DAT-3128
Definition

Appropriate processes for data cleaning, based on the properties of
each dataset, must be defined and implemented. These processes
should be configurable, in order to be applied properly and
efficiently for the various data sources (e.g. specific sensors may
provide indicators on the validity/quality of the stored
measurements).

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Data cleaning & sources reliability

Success criteria

Proper adaptation of the data cleaning process for each dataset
ensuring that the invalid data are not considered.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3231 to TL-FUNC-32317

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
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Name
Automated Transformation of Data to HHR

ID
UC2-DAT-3129
Definition

Criteria, processes and mechanisms for linking and merging an
individual’s various data and transforming all use case data to
HHRs in an automated manner must be defined and implemented.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Interoperability layer, Data store, HHR manager

Success criteria

UC data is transformed to HHRs without errors.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC3253, TL-FUNC-3261 to TL-FUNC-3268

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
HHR Queries

ID
UC2-FUNC-31210
Definition

The HHR manager must provide an appropriate API for performing
analytical queries on HHRs and HHR clusters.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

HHR manager, Data store

Success criteria

Queries retrieve correct results within a reasonable period.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC-3253, TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC3253,

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
CrowdHEALTH APIs for Profiling

ID
UC2-FUNC-31211
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Platform should provide an API to enable the
acquisition of results of clustering and classification/predictive
modelling methods on HHRs.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference

HHR manager, Reasoning layer, Clinical pathways mining
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functionality
Success criteria

The user is able to request and receive patient profiling results.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC-3253, TL-FUNC-32101 to TL-FUNC104

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Causal Analysis and Forecasting

ID
UC2-FUNC-31212
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Platform should provide APIs for analysis of
HHR and streaming data for identifying risks in the clinical
pathways, and assesses the impact of the dynamic and
personalized adaptation of the pathways to patients or groups.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Causal Analysis, Multi-modal forecasting

Success criteria

The user is able to utilize the causal analysis and forecasting
mechanisms on selected data and receive correct results.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-OTH-32121 to TL-OTH-32121, TL-FUNC-32111 to TL-FUNC32113

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Anomaly Detection

ID
UC2-FUNC-31213
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Platform should incorporate mechanisms for
real-time analysis of streaming data and automatic detection of
anomalies, as well as detection of deviations from normal patterns.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Data analysis, Multi-modal forecasting, Real-time data analytics

Success criteria

Streaming biosignals analysed in real-time in order to identify
emerging risks

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32111 to TL-FUNC-32113, TL-FUNC-3261 to TL-FUNC3268

Priority

SHOULD
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Name
Event Triggers

ID
UC2-FUNC-31214
Definition

Following the analysis of streaming data, and specific rules from
each use case, CrowdHEALTH should be able to trigger events by
calling specific APIs and web hooks. These events may refer to
alteration of the clinical pathways for a particular patient (or groups
of patients) and/or the dynamic adaptation of the respective use
case platform operations.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Data analysis, Multi-modal forecasting, Real-time data analytics

Success criteria

Definition and automatic generation of specific events and relevant
notifications.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3261 to TL-FUNC-3268, TL-FUNC-32111 to TL-FUNC32113

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
UC2-FUNC-31215
Definition

Reference Use Case
Reference
functionality
Success criteria
Requirements
dependencies
Priority
Expected delivery
date

Name
Visualization Tools
The CrowdHEALTH Platform must provide an interface for
visualization of queries performed on HHRs, in the most
appropriate manner (i.e. tables, graphs, charts, etc.) depending on
the type of data. The visualization interface must include tools for
triggering the execution of queries and controls for enhanced user
experience (e.g. filters).
UC#2
Visualization environment
The user is able to visualize the results of queries and data
analysis in different formats.
TL-FUNC-3271 to TL-FUNC-3278
MUST
M12
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3.1.3. Use Case #3: Online coaching for cancer patients
3.1.3.1.

Goal and objectives

Cancer is a life-threatening condition, which comes in many forms and affects individuals in a
variety of ways. The severity of the condition, combined with the increasing time patients stay
out of the hospital, as well as the financial burden (on both an individual and a societal level)
necessitate the emergence of new care models, centred on the patient themselves.
There are two main goals for this use case: (1) to explore and derive optimal frameworks and
models for continuous online coaching for cancer patients and (2) to understand the impact of
online education programmes on quality of life.
3.1.3.2.

Detailed description

More specifically, the scenario is based on the interactive coaching service provided by
CareAcross to breast cancer patients. Through this service, patients receive personalised
guidance based on peer-reviewed research and clinical experience; this guidance is delivered
through the CareAcross private and secure online platform.
The overall patient experience is framed through a sequence of questionnaires, each of which
results in the corresponding personalised guidance. In other words, for every individual data
point patients enter, they receive more personalised guidance.
In the beginning of the process, patients provide their diagnosis and treatment information,
and subsequently enter some co-morbidity data and other input relevant to the process itself.
They then enter data about their routines and quality of life. This data focuses on nutrition,
side-effects, and supplements taken; in order to balance the applicability of this input with the
ability of an average patient to report it; these inputs are requested to reflect the past 7 days of
activity.
In order to help reach the two main objectives described above, the CareAcross system will
record all this interaction and the necessary metadata. Based on these, it will facilitate the
analysis across parameters like the following:





Do patients follow coaching guidance?
How long does the adherence to coaching guidance last?
Do patients continue engagement with the coaching service? For how long?
What impact does “online education” have on the reporting of side-effects?

The data collection will take place within the CareAcross platform; the main CrowdHEALTH
components involved will be the following:
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CrowdHEALTH Data Store: will be the central repository for all aggregated data that
CareAcross will transmit. This data store will follow the relevant standards and thus
allow for a common framework across data and use cases.
HHR Manager: will combine the different sets of data that comprise Holistic Health
Records. The CareAcross data goes well beyond ‘medical’ data (diagnosis,
treatments) because it also includes patient-reported data about their quality of life
(including nutrition and side-effects as well as supplements taken).
Causal Analysis: will analyse the datasets and attempt to derive causal relationships
with the corresponding outcomes.
Multi-modal forecasting: based on the analyses, will attempt to forecast patients’ longterm behaviour within online coaching, as well as patients’ reporting of side-effects.

3.1.3.3.

Stakeholders

Roles and Interests










Patients: they are interested in a better quality of life with cancer. This is why they
engage with online coaching in the first place; however, not all coaching is the same.
Apart from the coaching content and the underlying research material, coaching
success depends on the level and duration of engagement. Furthermore, given that
coaching always includes some elements of “education”, patients’ interests must be
aligned with receiving this educational content. More specifically, this education is not
the end goal: they are not trying to become doctors! Therefore, they are interested in
receiving the educational content that will enhance their quality of life.
Caregivers: they are the ‘unsung heroes’ of cancer care. They are often the ones who
bear much of the burden in the daily life of the patient. Therefore, improving patients’
quality of life through coaching and education indirectly affects their own quality of life.
Doctors: the role of the doctor is critical in determining and delivering the treatment
plan for cancer patients, as well as following-up in the long term. Regarding quality of
life, the shifting of the focus to the patient and their own habits is fundamental in
engaging doctors when necessary and not overburden them. Furthermore, given that
their role is often to “educate” the patient as well, understand the level, timing and
extent of this “content” is of critical importance to them and to the healthcare system as
a whole, especially in terms of resources and cost structures.
Nurses: their role is more supportive in nature, and in some healthcare systems, more
direct compared to that of the doctor (particularly so in oncology). Therefore, their
interests are similar to doctors’, but even more highlighted around the daily needs of
patients who often call to ask questions or seek guidance.
Policymakers: there are no policies across online coaching; there are only broadly set,
personal approaches around patient education. Streamlining these will not be easy but
CrowdHEALTH is expected to constitute the first structured approach towards that
through CareAcross.
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Health innovators: online coaching is the focus area of many health innovators, across
many disease areas. Learnings from the CareAcross Use Case, and their subsequent
dissemination, will help others structure and evolve their innovations – and help
patients even more.
Health economists: The economics of cancer care are dismal, with increasing amounts
spent with uncertain outcomes. Health economists are looking for better use of
resources and (public and private) spending, and online tools constitute some of the
most promising avenues for that.

3.1.3.4.

CrowdHEALTH Innovation

3.1.3.4.1.

Current Status

The CareAcross offering before the beginning of CrowdHEALTH was confined to the online
social network of patients and caregivers, interacting with each other through the web
platform. Unfortunately, up to the point of CrowdHEALTH kick-off, this service had quite
limited traffic and engagement. This is why we had started designing the coaching service.
The early beta version of this service was tested before CrowdHEALTH using some free
and/or reusable components from the market, and through our own development and
integration work as well. This beta version consisted of a simple questionnaire about breast
cancer diagnosis, their treatment and relevant side effects.
The beta version was able to gain some traction from breast cancer patients, primarily through
online advertisements. As the traction persisted (further proving that this was a good way of
attracting and engaging with patients), we started to design and build a framework for the
service. At the time of the CrowdHEALTH kick-off, a very preliminary coaching service was
available, again in beta version, for early testing – but using our own components which would
enable us to develop it further.
The interaction within the online community remained very limited, and we believe at this time
that this will be a less reliable source of input and data for the CrowdHEALTH project,
compared to the coaching service. However, it will remain open and available for patients who
use the coaching service.
3.1.3.4.2.

Innovation through CrowdHEALTH

Through CrowdHEALTH, CareAcross aims to leverage the advanced methods and techniques
being developed, as well as the collaboration with other partners offering use case
components. More specifically:
The data mining implemented and executed throughout the project will generate new valuable
knowledge towards optimising the online coaching mechanisms and heuristics, and improving
the methods used for behaviour change of cancer patients (a very challenging goal).
The collaboration with a partner which will provide activity tracking to the breast cancer
patients using our services will enable us to explore this direction for online coaching, and
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enhance the options available for patients to improve their quality of life. Furthermore, we may
be able to deduce interesting takeaways from any differences in engagement and behaviour
change between the groups with and without activity tracking.
3.1.3.5.

Requirements
Name
Online coaching and QoL

ID
UC3-FUNC-3131
Definition

The Use Case will establish when online coaching is an effective
and long-lasting approach for patients to improve quality of life.
Specific performance indicators are the percentage of users who
adhere to the coaching advice, or the percentage of users who
remain engaged with the platform

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Forecasting

Success criteria

Specific parameters are collected that make patients more
adherent to online coaching, and for longer.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32111 to TL-FUNC-32113

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M36

Name
Online education and QoL

ID
UC3-FUNC-3132
Definition

The Use Case will establish how online education is an effective
approach for patients to improve quality of life.
Specific indicators are the percentage of users who report specific
side-effects, in case they have received relevant education
beforehand.

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Forecasting, Visualization

Success criteria

It is clear whether online education improves or deteriorates side
effect reporting.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32111 to TL-FUNC-32113, TL-FUNC-3271 to TL-FUNC3278

Priority

MUST
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Name
Anonymous data sync with nutrition data
and activities

ID
UC3-SP-3133
Definition

The results of the nutrition data and activities, activity tracking
should be portable to CareAcross in such a way, in order to
prevent any individual user data to be transported beyond the
CareAcross use case.

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

HHR model, Interoperability

Success criteria

Patient data generated through activity trackers are linked to the
corresponding data records, within the CRA use case only

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC3253

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M18

Name
Aggregation before storage of data

ID
UC3-FUNC-3134
Definition

Enable offline/manual transmission to central repository (LXSbased) for further data mining

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Aggregation

Success criteria

A CSV file to be created and transmitted asynchronously & offline,
in an appropriate manner, to be used by the LXS central
repository. This is expected to be done every 6 months, as per
discussions between parties.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3241 to TL-FUNC-3245

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M21
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3.1.4. Use Case #4: SLOfit
3.1.4.1.

Goal and objectives

The SLOfit use case aims at reducing obesity and increasing physical activity and fitness of
children and youth by monitoring physical fitness, providing detailed feedback about physical
activity of children and youth to parents, teachers and physicians, identifying health risk of
children and youth and promoting communication between health institutions and schools.
Thus, it is expected to reduce health risks linked to children’s inactivity and obesity by
enabling targeted and appropriate intervention strategies.
The capabilities of the CrowdHEALTH platform will provide physicians with meaningful insight
into the collected SLOfit physical fitness and physical activity data and link it to clinical and
preventive data assembled within e-Health system. Therefore, it will help physicians in early
detection of health risks linked to children’s inactivity and obesity. In addition, it will serve as a
tool for the assessment of intervention programmes. Moreover, it will enable policy makers to
create and evaluate population-wide interventions aimed at the reduction of obesity and
improvement of physical activity and fitness of children and youth (pathways between health
institutions and schools, health risk identification, treatment plans), forecasting trends in
physical fitness, obesity and linked health risks, simulating outcomes of interventions and
measuring the impact of relevant policies.
3.1.4.2.

Detailed description

The SLOfit use case will make use of the ongoing SLOfit physical fitness monitoring in
schoolchildren throughout Slovenia upgraded by a pilot web application My SLOfit. The users
of this user-friendly application will be the parents, PE teachers, physicians, and
schoolchildren themselves. The My SLOfit app will provide detailed feedback about all
measured indicators, help to identify health risks linked to low physical fitness and obesity,
and establish communication between schools and physicians to help in early detection of
populations at risk and to govern timely interventions. Additionally, the My SLOfit app will
provide information about life-style and social economic environment of schoolchildren.
Therefore, the SLOfit use case is built upon the following pillars:


Physical fitness measurements: The SLOfit test battery includes 3 anthropometric
measurements and 8 motor tests. Based on the results of the 8 motor tests, Physical
Fitness Index is calculated as a measure of overall physical effectiveness of every
child. BMI is also calculated as a measure of adiposity. The SLOfit measurements are
obligatory and are implemented in all Slovenian schools, which means that they cover
the entire population of children from age 6 to 18 years. Hence, over 220,000 children
are measured every year in April at all schools in Slovenia. Data from the SLOfit
measurements are uploaded in the My SLOfit app by schools where they are centrally
analysed and the feedback is provided on the level of each individual child. The
feedback information tells each child and his/her parents what annual progress was
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made in individual components of physical fitness, where a child’s results are
positioned in comparison to the population, and health risk level, connected with
physical fitness.
Lifestyle and social economic environment: Apart from physical fitness, child records
will be enriched by data on lifestyle and socio-economic status collected by a
questionnaire, as well as from automated physical activity monitors such as smart
phones, fitness trackers and other trackers of physical activity (this will be achieved by
adapting e-Gibalec mobile application jointly with JSI). This will aid the understanding
of the social context of children’s’ behaviour and monitor changes in behaviour (i.e.
physical activity, sedentariness, sleep).
Health records: Currently, children’s health records exist only in paper form and are
stored locally in health institutions. In cooperation with NIJZ, e-health module is going
to be developed which will allow physicians to input children’s health records in
electronic form.

During the project, all three types of data are going to be transformed through CrowdHEALTH
into Holistic Health Records. On the individual level, the data will be analysed and visualized
to provide better insight of physicians and parents into individual child’s development. This will
provide physicians with contextual information for effective reasoning and decision-making in
shaping individual care plans. On the population level the data analysis will allow for clustering
and profiling certain groups of users and will provide an opportunity for development and
implementation of effective public-health policies combating obesity and physical inefficiency.
In order to enable access to somatic and motor development of every child to verified users of
EHRs the gateway will be prepared (in cooperation with NIJZ). According to an agreed format,
a gate (push on) for the CrowdHEALTH platform will be prepared.
Within this specific use case, the following list of performance indicators will be used:






For childhood obesity related policies:
o The prevalence of obesity.
o The amount of subcutaneous fat.
For physical activity related policies:
o The Health-related physical fitness index. This represents a summary measure
of health-related fitness. It is calculated as the sum of individual z-scores from 3
motor tests related to health (tests that assess endurance and muscular
strength and muscular endurance, i.e. 600m run, sit-ups and bent arm hang)
o The physical activity level, expressed as minutes of moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity per day.
o The sedentary time, expressed as minutes of sedentary pursuits per day
Other specific cases:
o The total sleep time, expressed as the average amount of sleep as hours of
sleep per day.
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The absenteeism, namely as the number of days a child is absent from school.
Stakeholders

Roles:


Policy makers.

Interests:


Policy makers: to obtain access to relevant information for decision-making and policy
creation as well as to get a tool for illustrating current and future health risks

3.1.4.4.

CrowdHEALTH Innovation

3.1.4.4.1.

Current Status

There is growing demand for data exchange between schools, health providers and parents in
order to more effectively increase physical activity and physical fitness of children and reduce
health risks related to inactivity and its effects, such as obesity.
In addition, it is not entirely clear how much physical activity is enough for maintenance of
physical fitness in youth, and what level of physical fitness guarantees low health risks.
Currently, the information on physical fitness and somatic development of children from the
SLOfit is shared directly only with their PE teachers who then communicate this information to
children and their parents. In order to improve the detection of high-risk children there is
growing demand from school physicians to get access to the SLOfit database in order to get
better insight into overall somatic and motor development of a child. On the other hand, there
is growing demand from PE teachers to receive some information on the health status of their
children in order to minimize any possible health risks of physical activity derived from chronic
diseases and conditions of children.
At present, no information is being shared between PE teachers and school physicians, which
increase the risks of incorrect diagnosis from the medical side and the risks of inappropriate
exercise mode or intensity from the educational side. In addition, it leads to a rise in total
excusing from physical education and exercise. Currently, neither school physicians nor PE
teachers have access to reliable data on physical activity of children. PE teachers can only
evaluate habitual physical activity indirectly by physical fitness, while school physicians have
no data on children’s physical activity at all.
At the same time, the parents and children are not well informed about the consequences of
low physical fitness or about the adequacy of child’s habitual physical activity.
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In addition, current regulations on data security do not allow the exchange of personal data
between different stakeholders, which means that integration of data from different sources
needs to be put on the political agenda.
Current policies for increasing physical activity in schools is effective and produces results, but
these results could be further enhanced if the health sector could contribute, which is currently
impossible because they don’t have access to relevant information. At present, primary healthcare institutions where school physicians work, do not use the uniform administrative tools and
e-health tools are only beginning to be introduced.
3.1.4.4.2.

Innovation through CrowdHEALTH

The main innovations that we aim to utilize in the SLOfit case are:






The establishment of infrastructure to obtain Holistic Health Record. The My SLOfit
app will provide collection of variables of lifestyle and social economic environment
beside already collected records from standard physical fitness testing. Linking the
upgraded SLOfit database with the e-health system within the CrowdHEALTH platform
will provide an integrated view of the patient. This will allow more accurate forecasting
of predictive health risk of children and youth and performing causal analysis and
consequently the shaping of an efficient public health policy framework and the
provision of integrated healthcare services within educational and health-care system.
The big data analysis on collected data. HHRs will provide an opportunity for
performing causal analysis and designing health risk predictive models. Real-time Big
Data management could be used for the monitoring of the interventions and personal
progress in reduction of health risks and improvement of physical activity. Any
intervention such as increasing physical activity, reducing obesity or general morbidity
on the level of class, school, municipality, and region or on the national level could be
evaluated. Moreover, it will constitute a useful tool to directly evaluate the trends
among groups and an optimal means to promptly highlight the impact of the various
policies.
The data visualization of clustering results and highlighting patterns and trends. By online access via the My SLOfit to individual data, every child, his/her parents, school
physician and PE teacher would have easily available information and visualization
about the status and development of child’s physical fitness, physical activity and
linked health risks. This could raise the awareness of children, parents, teachers and
physicians regarding the health risks due to physical inactivity. Moreover, physician
would have user-friendly visualization of all available data from HHR of child and
predictive health risk from big data analysis via CrowdHEALTH platform. The
integration of predictive models into this platform would also provide policy makers with
a useful tool to forecast trends, simulate effects of intervention and measuring the
impact of interventions and relevant policies in the context of physical fitness, physical
activity and obesity.
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Requirements
Name
Personal Health Record

ID
UC4-FUNC-3141
Definition

The ULJ use case does not collect health information, but
requires getting those from e-health records, managed by NIJZ.
Hence, we need either to merge the SLOfit data with HRs before
exporting data to CrowdHEALTH platform, or to merge them via
the CrowdHEALTH platform. In latter case, requirement for
proper identification (for merging data) and anonymization
according to privacy policies should also be provided.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality HHR model, Interoperability
Success criteria

Available HHRs in the CrowdHEALTH platform.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3251 to TLFUNC-3253

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M24

ID
UC4-OTH-3142
Definition

Name
Tracking physical activity
Linking the SLOfit database with the existing systems for tracking
physical activity with automated trackers such as smartphones,
smart bracelet trackers and other trackers of physical activity. We
plan to upgrade the existing e-Gibalec mobile application jointly
by JSI and ULJ to encourage physical education of children
through gamification. It will allow direct automated input of
information into the SLOfit database. In this case, this
requirement is not a part of the CrowdHEALTH platform. If these
data will be integrated within the CrowdHEALTH platform,
identification (for merging data) and anonymization according to
privacy policies is needed and application for link and sync
tracking devices within the CrowdHEALTH platform is required.
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UC#4

Reference functionality HHR model, Interoperability
Success criteria

Available records of physical
CrowdHEALTH platform.

activity

tracking

in

the

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3251 to TLFUNC-3253

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M24

Name
Local Deployment

ID
UC4-OTH-3144
Definition

Local independent deployment of the CrowdHEALTH Platform
within SLOfit must be supported.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality N/A
Success criteria

Independent functional deployments of the platform can be
created through a specified process.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M24
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Name
External Data Sources

ID
UC4-FUNC-3145
Definition

In order to ensure greater availability of information sources,
connectivity with external clouds and services for data acquisition
should be pursued. CrowdHEALTH Gateways must pull data
from external data sources through REST APIs.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality Gateways
Success criteria

Data obtained from SLOfit data sources

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221 to TL-FUNC-32211

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M24

Name
Merging individual data

ID
UC4-DAT-3146
Definition

Criteria, processes and mechanisms for linking and merging an
individual’s various data and transforming all use case data to
Holistic Health Records in an automated manner must be defined
and implemented.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality Interoperability layer, Data store, HHR manager
Success criteria

HHR created including SLOfit data

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3261 to TLFUNC-3268, TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC-3253

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M24
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Name
HHR Queries

ID
UC4-FUNC-3147
Definition

The HHR manager must provide an appropriate API for
performing analytical queries on HHRs and HHR clusters.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality HHR manager, Data store
Success criteria

API implemented to enable HHR CRUD operations.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3261 to TLFUNC-3268

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M12

Name
Clustering

ID
UC4-FUNC-3148
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Platform should provide an API to enable
the acquisition of results of clustering

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality HHR manager, Reasoning layer, Clustering & classification
Success criteria

Enabling identification of clusters based on SLOfit criteria

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery date M24
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Name
Forecasting

ID
UC4-FUNC-3149
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Platform should provide an API to enable
the acquisition of results of predictive modelling methods on
HHRs and HHR clusters to forecast activities relevant to SLOfit.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality HHR manager, Reasoning layer, Multi-modal forecasting
Success criteria

Forecasting of activities relevant to SLOfit

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-32111 to TLFUNC-32113

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M36

Name
Visualization Tools

ID
UC4-DAT-31410
Definition

Visualization of different datasets for different populations of the
scenario needs to be supported

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality Visualization tools
Success criteria

Adaptive visualization supporting all populations (for which data
has been selected) and enabling filtering of visualization results

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3271 to TL-FUNC-3278

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M36

ID
UC4-SP-31411

Name
Authentication
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Definition

Authentication through username and password must be a
required for queries on individual level data

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality Trust management and reputation modelling
Success criteria

Authenticated users accessing the data

Requirements
dependencies

TL-SP-32151 to TL-SP-32153

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M36

Name
Levels of access

ID
UC4-SP-31412
Definition

Based on the role of the user (parent vs. school physician vs.
policy maker) different functionalities should be enabled

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality Anonymization, authentication, authorization, and access control
Success criteria

Access granted based on roles

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32163

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date M36
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3.1.5. Use Case #5: Cardiobox
3.1.5.1.

Goal and objectives

The Karolinska Institutet use case focuses on the aggregation and data processing from MI
patients, aiming to support the development of evidence based therapy and provides useful
information to the public health policy agents in Sweden. By identifying correlations between
life style factors, lab results, treatments and previous disease diagnosis, Cardiobox will
contribute to the cardiovascular diseases research in Sweden as a risk prediction and decision
support tool, assisting the current public health initiatives for better quality and costeffectiveness patients care.
CrowdHEALTH capabilities will provide the possibility of merging information from different
national resources providing a complete follow-up with regard to MI, death, life style and other
diseases.
3.1.5.2.

Detailed description

According to Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare [1] statistics, a dramatic decrease
in both the incidence of, and mortality from, acute myocardial infarction has been seen in the
past two decades. In 1990, 38 000 individuals were affected by MI, of whom 29 000 were
hospitalized. In 2015, 27 000 individuals developed MI, of whom 22 200 were hospitalized.
Over this period, 30-day mortality after a MI fell from 44 % to 25 % for all patients and from 27
% to 11 % for those hospitalized.
The SWEDEHEART annual report for 2016 [2] presented that the number with MI as an
underlying or contributory cause of death decreased from 17 500 individuals in 1990 to 6 600
individuals in 2015. This decrease is seen in both women and men and in all age groups
below 85. Despite this success, cardiovascular disease continues to be the most common
cause of death in both men and women. In 2015 cardiovascular disease was the underlying
cause of death in 35 % of cases. Ischaemic heart disease accounted for 44 % of
cardiovascular causes.
The costs to society are difficult to establish. According to calculations from the Institute for
Health Economics in Lund [2], the total economic cost in 2010 was SEK 61.5 billion, costs of
medical care accounting for 41 %, informal care by family and friends for 30 %, and loss of
production for 29 %. Diagnostics and treatment of acute and chronic cardiac disease are
largely based on scientific studies, and most treatments have clearly proven effects with better
survival, reduced risk of recurrence, and improved quality of life. For several years the
National Board of Health and Welfare has published treatment recommendations in its
national guidelines.
However, there are still variations between different hospitals and healthcare regions with
regard to utilization of diagnostic tests, pharmaceutical treatment, catheter-based and surgical
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interventions and life style factors, which have consequences for public health and health
economics.
Cardiobox collects information from two big national health sources in Sweden,
SWEDEHEART quality registry and VAL database [3]. SWEDEHEART is a national
information collector from patient with cardiovascular diseases and supports the development
of evidence based therapy in acute and chronic coronary artery disease and in catheter-based
or surgical valve intervention by providing continuous information on patient care needs,
treatments, and treatment outcomes.
In the registry, information is collected from all hospitals that care for patients with acute
coronary artery disease, and all patients who undergo coronary angiography, catheter-based
intervention or cardiac surgery.
VAL database contains diagnoses (ICD-10), drugs (ATC), and other data related to
consultations in primary and secondary care for more than 2 million inhabitants of the greater
Stockholm area. All information is anonymized in order to preserve patient integrity.
3.1.5.3.

Stakeholders

Roles:




Karolinska Institutet
Swedeheart national registry
Swedish public health agent for cardiovascular diseases

Interests:





Karolinska Institutet: The main interest of the University is to contribute to the on-going
research around myocardial infarction in Sweden.
SWEDEHEART: As the biggest national information registry for patients with
cardiovascular diseases in Sweden, SWEDEHEART is interested to enhance its
current infrastructure with innovative tools aiming to support the risk analysis and
disease prediction methods for MI patients.
Swedish public health agent for cardiovascular diseases: The public health agent is
interested to explore the outcomes of the project in relation to the current health
policies for cardiovascular diseases in Sweden. The agent is responsible to take any
potential action; (change the current state of a policy or create a new one) based on
the CrowdHEALTH outcomes.
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Myocardial Infarction is a serious medical condition resulting in a considerably increased risk
of premature death and decreased quality of life. Proper medication can substantially improve
the conditions for many MI patients and is in many cases essential for reducing the risk of
premature death. The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare has issued national
guidelines for cardiac care, including recommendations for the treatment of patients with
myocardial infarction [4]. In order to evaluate the compliance to these, target levels for various
indicators describing the desired portion of certain patient groups that should be eligible for
specific treatments have also been established.
In a recent evaluation of the compliance to the guidelines [4], it was noted that for MI, only
three of the 22 county councils in Sweden reach the target levels regarding basal medication.
For the Stockholm region in total, only 57% of patients with MI were medicated according to
the national recommendations.
It can be noted that there are considerable differences between clinics in how common it is for
HF patients to receive the basal medication. The cause of the mismatch with the national
guidelines is not clearly understood. For example, for hospitals within the Stockholm County,
this indicator ranged from approximately 49% to 64%, with all hospitals except Danderyd
hospital falling below the national average of 60% [4]. Moreover, the recent evaluation of the
compliance to the national guidelines shows that 5% more men than women received the
basal treatment and that patients that were born abroad received the treatment to a slightly
lesser extent than patients born in Sweden. Further analysis is needed to explain these
differences.
3.1.5.4.2.

Innovation through CrowdHEALTH

CrowdHEALTH platform will support the current research around MI through the collection and
the aggregation of data aiming to identify unexplored information among groups of MI
patients. The analysis will be undertaken by applying and developing state-of-the-art machine
learning techniques for finding patterns in sequential data, clustering and predictive modelling,
including survival analysis.
The success of the analysis will be measured by the extent to which findings will allow for a
better understanding of commonalities or differences between groups of MI patients, as well
as factors that affect clinical decision-making processes, practices and guidelines.
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Requirements
Name
Data Anonymization

ID
UC5-SP-3151
Definition

Data anonymization and security policies.

Reference Use Case

UC#5

Reference
functionality

Data anonymization, sources and data verification

Success criteria

Successful anonymization of available datasets.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32161

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Local Deployment

ID
UC5-FUNC-3152
Definition

Deployment on premises

Reference Use Case

UC#5

Reference
functionality

Deployment

Success criteria

The platform can be deployed successfully as part of Karolinska
Institutet infrastructure.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Automated Deployment

ID
UC5-FUNC-3153
Definition

Deployment processes based on local dependencies

Reference Use Case

UC#5

Reference
functionality

Deployment

Success criteria

An automated deployment process has been implemented and
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tested.
Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

Should

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Data Cleaning

ID
UC5-DAT-3154
Definition

Configurable processes for data cleaning in each dataset should be
implemented in order to be applied efficiently for the various data
sources

Reference Use Case

UC#5

Reference
functionality

Gateways

Success criteria

Proper adaptation of the data cleaning process for each dataset.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3231 to TL-FUNC-32317

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Automated Transformation of Data
to HHR

ID
UC5-DAT-3155
Definition

Reference Use Case
Reference
functionality
Success criteria
Requirements
dependencies
Priority
Expected delivery
date

Criteria, processes and mechanisms for linking and merging an
individual’s various data and transforming all use case data to
Holistic Health Records in an automated manner must be defined
and implemented.
UC#5
Interoperability layer, Data store, HHR manager
UC data are transformed to HHRs without errors.
TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC3253, TL-FUNC-3261 to TL-FUNC-3268
MUST
M12
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Name
CrowdHEALTH API for HHR Queries
The HHR manager must provide an appropriate API for performing
analytical queries on HHRs and HHR clusters.
UC#5
HHR manager, Data store
Queries retrieve correct results within a reasonable period.
TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3261 to TL-FUNC3268
MUST
M12

Name

ID
UC5-FUNC-3157

Conformal prediction framework

Definition

The conformal prediction framework is a tool for producing
statistically valid prediction regions. For instance, multi-valued
prediction sets or intervals, that contain the true response value
with a guaranteed, predefined probability.

Reference Use Case

UC#5

Reference
functionality

Machine Learning/Predictive Modelling

Success criteria

The tool tested successfully class-wise omission errors. The tool
guaranteed that not more than a specified fraction of each class
was incorrectly excluded.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32111 to TL-FUNC-32113

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
UC5-FUNC-3158
Definition

Reference Use Case
Reference
functionality

Name
CrowdHEALTH APIs for Causal Analysis,
Forecasting and Risk Stratification
The CrowdHEALTH Platform should provide APIs for analysis of
HHR and streaming data for identifying causal reasons and risks in
the clinical pathways, and assesses the impact of the dynamic and
personalized adaptation of the pathways to group of patients.
UC#5
Causal Analysis, Multi-modal forecasting
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The user is able to utilize the causal analysis and forecasting
mechanisms on selected data and receive correct results.
TL-FUNC-32111 to TL-FUNC-32113
SHOULD
M24
Name
Visualization Tools

ID
UC5-FUNC-3159
Definition

Visualization of queries performed on HHRs must be provided in
different manners depending on the performed analytical module.

Reference Use Case

UC#5

Reference
functionality

Visualization

Success criteria

The user is able to visualize the results of queries and data
analysis in different formats.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3271 to TL-FUNC-3278

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

3.1.6. Use Case #6: Nutrition and Activities
3.1.6.1.

Goal and objectives

The goal of the DFKI use case is to collect detailed information about nutritional habits and
activity information from persons complementing pure health-related information to obtain real
holistic health records as a basis for the analysis procedures of the CrowdHEALTH platform.
The goal is that the policy makers can also rely on nutritional and activity data together with
the health information.
The goal is to have a sustainable solution, easy to use also beyond the project runtime.
Hence, aside from a backend-server for data storage, an easy-to-use web-application will be
developed that can be used with any existing smartphone, tablet or computer. Furthermore,
we rely on standard activity trackers to collect raw biodata like heart rate, steps and
aggregated data like sleep. The web-application includes all functionality to collect nutritional
information, warn the users of unhealthy or even harmful food ingredients and possibly
suggest alternatives.
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Detailed description

The DFKI Use Case is concerned with collecting nutritional data and activity data from
citizens. This consists of having a low-threshold collection of what persons eat via the kitchen
kit app, which includes different mechanisms in order to be as accurate as possible. First,
when eating at home, it offers meal suggestions taking into account information about diets
the persons need or want to follow, and supporting suggestions of alternative ingredients if
necessary. In order to also collect the information when eating out, it will support to quickly
gather what has been eaten there. With respect to activities, we will use available
accelerometer and possibly blood pressure or pulse sensors (e.g. in Smart Watches, Fitbits,
etc.) to detect physical activities during the day. If possible, we may use additional sensor
information to detect where a person spends time at home (e.g. by placing beacons in the
room) or outside (e.g. from GPS). The gathered information will be the type and intensity of
physical activities. As with the nutritional data, we will include in the kitchen kit app a part to
complete the information on the physical activities (e.g., kind of activity, other non-detected
activities) and social information.
The use case assumes that all participating persons have an initial Holistic Health Record,
where health information (especially those related to specific diets) as well as lifestyle,
occupation, environmental and maybe geographical information is included. This information
is collected in a questionnaire and may be updated during the participation in the pilot. Ideally,
each person will participate four times in a year in order to detect seasonal variations. The
collected personal data and derived knowledge has foreseeable different degrees of reliability.
This may result from known inaccuracy of used devices (e.g., pulse measurement) or just
unavailable details, such as ingredients of meals when eating out. Hence, we will include a
mechanism to assess the accuracy of information and in the entries into the HHR include a
confidence of the entries.
3.1.6.3.

Stakeholders

Roles:




Participants.
Health insurance (public and private).
Medical personnel.

Interests:




Raised self-awareness about correlation between health status and nutrition and
activity behaviour.
Reduced cost for nutritional based illnesses.
Easier monitoring of nutritional and activity habits.
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Currently, the health records (if at all electronic) are completely unrelated to nutritional or
activity information (except maybe some coarse-grained self-declarations by the patients).
There is no systematic collection of that information and thus cannot be analysed. The only
way is to conduct focused research on hypothesized correlations between health status,
nutrition and activities.
On the other hand, tracking devices are increasingly popular. However, current nutrition
tracking services are focused upon losing or keeping weight and are rather simple in respect
to the provided data. They do not provide much in respect to dietary plans based upon
religious or allergic reasons. Furthermore, the current services only take the energy input into
consideration not the energy consumption by activity and stress. The available services try to
connect those two like Fitbit with basic food tracking, but again focused solely on weight loss
or control. Another example would be the USDA SuperTracker [5], it can be linked with activity
tracking (from Fitbit) to gather activity data, but again focused on weight control, not overall
health or other dietary reasons than weight. Services focused on reasons for food tracking
other than weight control are very scarce and do not have very accurate databases.
3.1.6.4.2.

Innovation through CrowdHEALTH

The innovation through CrowdHEALTH is to provide an infrastructure to collect health data
together with nutrition and activity data in a systematic manner, such that analysis algorithms
detecting interesting correlations can be developed. The developed infrastructure to collect
nutritional and activity data will be easy to use and builds upon existing sensors. The
innovation is then to map this into a standardized format compliant with international
standards used for electronic health records. This enables to search for distinctive correlations
between health status and its evaluation and nutritional habits and activities with value that is
more informative for policy makers compared to rough self-declarations of patients about their
nutritional habits and activity types and intensity.
3.1.6.5.

Requirements
Name
Internationalized Health Status Information

ID
UC6-FUNC-3161
Definition

We need a standard representation for health status including diets
in order to represent the health status of individual persons and in
order to link food ingredients with dietary requirements.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

HHR model

Success criteria

Fixed definition of the HHR model
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Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Internationalized food and nutrition
information

ID
UC6-FUNC-3162
Definition

This information can be obtained by using and linking data from
composition databases like Base de Datos Española de
Composición de Alimentos (BEDCA) or USDA Food Composition
Database with LanguaL and a taxonomy like SNOMED CT or
FoodEX.
However, using SNOMED CT in the project comes with a licensing
problem because not every EU country is a member of SNOMED
International and therefore not every member of the consortium has
free access to the SNOMED CT resources.
There is also a free license for research, but every data combined
with the data from SNOMED CT will be deemed as property of
SNOMED International.
If access to SNOMED CT cannot be guaranteed for all consortium
members, we will use a format compatible to SNOMED CT, but
without access to any protected data.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

A standard internationalized taxonomy for food ingredients is
available and for a given product, the correct nutritional values for a
given amount of food ingredients can be calculated.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
UC6-FUNC-3163
Definition

Name
Internationalized Activity Information
We need a standard representation for activities of daily living with
relevant attributes about duration, energy, etc. This information can
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be obtained by using the taxonomy from SNOMED CT and attribute
categories following international standards (SI).
Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

HHR model, Interoperability

Success criteria

HHR model used to represent the corresponding activities

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC-3251 to TL-FUNC3253

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Personal Health Status Data

ID
UC6-FUNC-3164
Definition

The DFKI use case does not collect health information, but requires
getting those into the HHRs of persons. Hence, we need a way to
either collect that manually or to obtain it from somewhere else,
e.g. via the CrowdHEALTH platform.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

HHR model, Interoperability

Success criteria

We have a procedure to collect health information or have HHRs
already containing health information for persons participating in
the use case

Requirements
dependencies

UC6-FUNC-3161, TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121, TL-FUNC3251 to TL-FUNC-3253

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
UC6-FUNC-3165
Definition

Name
Activity tracking device
It will be required to link and sync tracking devices (i.e. Fitbit) to the
CrowdHEALTH platform. This is needed to analyse physical activity
throughout the day and store it in the standardized format as
defined in the HHR. Moreover, as part of the web application, a
diary functionality is available to gather more information about
non-trackable activity information, e.g. social contacts during
activities or if for some reason the tracking device was not used.
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Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

Data sources & gateways

Success criteria

The data can be grabbed from the cloud of the tracking device

Requirements
dependencies

UC6-FUNC-3163, UC6-FUNC-31611, TL-FUNC-3221 to TL-FUNC32211

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Internationalized Recipe database

ID
UC6-FUNC-3166
Definition

The system needs to have a database of recipes (or dishes and
their composition) containing the ingredients and the amount. It
shall also include alternatives for ingredients. This is used to track
the nutrition behaviour as well as to suggest alternatives. It must be
imported from respective sources and be aligned with the
standardized food taxonomy. It must also allow to define new
recipes, e.g. by user input. Especially, the recipes must be
available in the different languages of the countries in which the
use case will take place.
For example:
Mixed minced meat (100g)
50g minced pork
50g minced beef
Pasta sauce with meat (600g)
400g mixed minced meat
200g sieved tomatoes
5g salt
3g pepper
4g bell pepper powder
Pasta with meat sauce (250g)
175g pasta
75g pasta sauce with meat
The data must be imported from external sources.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

Data sources & gateways

Success criteria

For each language of the countries in which the use case shall be
used a large collection of dishes is available and can be extended.
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Requirements
dependencies

UC6-FUNC-3162, TL-FUNC-3221 to TL-FUNC-32211

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Relation between diets and food ingredients

ID
UC6-FUNC-3167
Definition

We need a link between dietary recommendations, health status
and food items that are forbidden, to be avoided, or on the contrary
to be preferred. That information needs to be represented in order
to use it for issuing warning about selected dishes, propose
appropriate dishes or suggest alternatives

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

Clustering and classification

Success criteria

A knowledge base containing all the required information is
available and can be queried to obtain the required information.

Requirements
dependencies

UC6-FUNC-3161, UC6-FUNC-3162

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Nutrition Tracking

ID
UC6-FUNC-3168
Definition

The nutritional behaviour is tracked using the accessible web
application. This is done by selecting the eaten dish in from a list of
dishes, by scanning the barcode of read-made food and including
beverages.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

Requirements
dependencies

The automatic import of tracking information from tracking devices
into the HHRs works and there is an unobtrusive component as
part of the diary function of the web app to annotate activity data
with additional data.
UC6-FUNC-3166, UC6-FUNC-31611
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Name
Meal and dietary recommendations and
warnings

ID
UC6-FUNC-3169
Definition

The system needs a functionality to suggest meals to the persons
depending on their health status, maybe suggest alternative
ingredients substituting ingredients to be avoided (or to be
preferred over).

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

The system provides the respective recommendations to persons
based on the health information stored in the HHR.

Requirements
dependencies

UC6-FUNC-3164, UC6-FUNC-3168

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
UC6-FUNC-31610
Definition

Reference Use Case
Reference
functionality
Success criteria
Requirements
dependencies
Priority
Expected delivery
date

Name
Incentives
It is important that the users of the system have an incentive to use
it beyond the fact to get nutritional advices (UC-FUNC-3169). As it
is not planned to feedback analysis results from the CrowdHEALTH
platform, we will develop a component in the web application that
will display summary information about nutritional behaviours,
activities and the evolution of health status.
UC#6
N/A
Configurable summary functions can be defined by the users and
displayed.
UC6-FUNC-3165, UC6-FUNC-3168
SHOULD
M36
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3.1.7. Use Case #7: Chronic Kidney Disease
3.1.7.1.

Goal and objectives

CKD is one non-communicable disease that has high economic burden and also high
mortality and morbidity rate. One of ten people in the world will have the disease, where
Taiwan ranked third in the global prevalence after Europe and Japan, along with Mainland
China [6]. Chronic kidney disease has been linked to many risk factors including
cardiovascular disease and also its treatment itself [7] [8].
The main goal of TMU is to use machine learning to predict outcomes of Chronic Kidney
Disease for early stage management of the disease, while utilizing the data from the
database.
3.1.7.2.

Detailed description

The TMU use case of Chronic Kidney Disease consists of data obtained from the Medical End
User Computing (MEUC) Database obtained from Taipei Medical University Teaching
Hospitals (Taipei Medical University Hospital, Shuang Ho Hospital, and Wanfang Hospital)
database, which contains millions of people with CKD medical records. It is a type of
electronic health data, a 40,000 cohort between 2007 and 2011, observing whether they were
diagnosed with CKD, their underlying diseases, and the procedures applied in their treatment.
The dataset is an open dataset by the government for the patient. For instance a patient can
view only his/ her medical information. This dataset is accessible by TMU has been partly
used by TMU. We plan to make models and further make it open once the models are
constructed.
The variables in the dataset include age, sex, hospital visit date, primary diagnosis, secondary
diagnosis, procedure ordered and medication and laboratory findings. The data will be
arranged in the common data format for the partners willing to conduct analysis.
3.1.7.3.

Stakeholders

Roles:
 Taipei Medical University.
 Taipei Medical University Hospital.
 Shuang Ho Hospital.
 Wanfang Hospital.
 Ministry of Science and Technology, ROC Taiwan.
 Chronic Kidney Disease patients.
 Attending Doctors.
 Researchers.
 Policy makers
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Interests:











Taipei Medical University: The main interest in the university is to contribute to the
research around Chronic Kidney Disease in Taiwan.
Taipei Medical University Hospital, Shuang Ho Hospital, Wanfang Hospital: Doctors
from the teaching hospitals of TMU, are in need of a holistic tool providing information
from multiple sources for early detection, further aiding better and efficient
management of the disease.
Ministry of Science and Technology, ROC Taiwan: The Ministry of Science and
Technology is interested in the outcome of this project in relation to the current health
policies for CKD patients in Taiwan.
Patients suffering from Chronic Kidney Disease: They are interested in early stage
diagnosis and management of the disease.
Attending Nephrologist/doctors: They are in need of a holistic tool providing information
from multiple sources for early detection, further aiding better and efficient
management of the disease. The technique will allow doctors to identify key factors
such as early diagnosis, can influence treatment plans, investigate how these factors
are related to outcomes, and determine the impact of specific interventions, thus
enabling them to make prior decisions with respect to their patients’ care and further
alter the line of treatment as required.
Researchers: To analyse data and produce evidence for data informed policy making.
Policy makers: Potentially interested health policy makers in the field of chronic kidney
disease management, such as public health authorities and insurance institutions, lack
scientific evidence the means to measure the management of Chronic Kidney Disease
in terms of early detection and management. Creating a link between health authorities
and patients is expected to provide evidence and establish effective policy making
processes. The datasets from the use case of CKD from TMU, can be used as data
sources that supply information on attributes of a population which are currently
difficult to examine in large scale. This continuous stream of data will allow for impact
assessment of policies and other interventions in almost real-time.

3.1.7.4.

CrowdHEALTH Innovation

3.1.7.4.1.

Current Status

Chronic Kidney disease: a public health burden
CKD is one non-communicable disease that has high economic burden and also high
mortality and morbidity rate. One of ten people in the world will have the disease, where
Taiwan ranked third in the global prevalence after Europe and Japan, along with Mainland
China [1]. Chronic kidney disease has been linked to many risk factors including
cardiovascular disease and also its treatment itself [7] [8]. Psoriasis and its medication
could also become risk factor of CKD [9] [10]. Moreover, liver diseases that have become
one of the major causes of deaths in Taiwan also increase the risk for CKD [11] [12] [13]. In
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addition, CKD has become source of morbidity to the other disease like deep neck infection
[14].
Moreover, mortality risk from CKD, also increases for older people. Taiwan has many
elderly people in the country with an increasing rate of 0.2% annually. This phenomena has
become an economic burden for Taiwan’s National Health Insurance, yet people still are
unaware about the risk and the disease [15] [16] [17]. Thus, this makes it a necessity to
generate a health policy on the awareness of CKD and its risk factors. Owing to the
increasing burden of CKD, there is a need to predict outcome of the disease to analyze
data for better understanding of current treatment and prognosis of CKD.
Further, owing to the heavy burden of CKD, we aim to use machine learning to predict
outcomes of Chronic Kidney Disease for early stage management of the disease, while
utilizing the data from the database.
In Figure 2: My Health Bank showing prediction of CKD, launched by National Health

Figure 2: My Health Bank showing prediction of CKD

Insurance Administration, shows the evaluation of the end-stage CKD for a patient. TMU will
use the MEUC database to predict other diseases on similar lines.
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Innovation through CrowdHEALTH

CrowdHEALTH platform will support the current research around CKD through the prediction
models, aiming to identify unexplored information among groups of CKD patients. The
analysis will be undertaken by applying and developing state-of-the-art machine learning
techniques for finding patterns in the data, clustering and predictive modelling, including
survival analysis. As a result a data informed policy making can be achieved.
The success of the analysis will be measured by the extent to which findings will allow for
early diagnosis, of CKD, further improving understanding of commonalities or differences
between groups of CKD patients, as well as factors that affect the prognosis and treatment of
the patients.
3.1.7.5.

Requirements

Name
Data anonymization

ID
UC7-FUNC-31751
Definition

Data anonymization and security policies.

Reference Use Case

UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data anonymization, sources and data verification

Success criteria

N/A

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Feature selection

ID
UC7-FUNC-31752
Definition

Selecting clinical features to be included into clustering and
classification method. Feature selection will be done in various
methods such as filter, wrapper, or embedded model.

Reference Use Case

UC#7

Reference
functionality

Machine Learning/Feature Selection.

Success criteria

Obtained several significant and meaningful features.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A
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Name
Clustering

ID
UC7-FUNC-31753
Definition

Clustering should be done to get new insight into the CKD data.
Temporal data analysis would be included to get more personalized
CKD patients profile. Hierarchical and k-means method shall be
done into the data.

Reference Use Case

UC#7

Reference
functionality

Machine Learning/Clustering.

Success criteria

Obtained new cluster of the CKD patients.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name

ID
UC7-FUNC-31754

Deep Learning

Definition

The Deep learning is a set of algorithms in machine learning that
attempt to model high-level abstractions in data by using model
architectures composed of multiple non-linear transformations. This
method will be applied to CKD dataset to make CKD prediction
model.

Reference Use Case

UC#7

Reference
functionality

Machine Learning / Deep Learning Predictive Model

Success criteria

Developing a predictive model for CKD and its complications with
higher AUC

Requirements
dependencies

EHR of the patients with CKD.

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24
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Technical requirements

3.2.1. Holistic health records & clusters of HHRs
This section describes the requirements of the second version of the HHR Manager
component to be integrated into the CrowdHEALTH platform.
The functionalities already implemented in the first version of this component must be
extended and detailed to cover new diagnosis, procedures, laboratory tests, as well as new
data types regarding coaching activities, allergy intolerances, measurements incoming from
non-medical wearable devices, nutrition statements, social information like number and
duration of calls performed by a subject person in a time frame, and specific demographic
information.
The HHR Manager must allow the instantiation of Holistic Health Records (HHR) to be
exchanged between CrowdHEALTH components.
The second and final version of the HHRs will result in a conceptual model representing all
types of information required by the UCs, and in a Java library that will implement POJO (Plain
Old Java Object) representing entities of the defined conceptual model.
HHR will adopt the ICD-10 terminology to encode diagnoses and clinical procedures, and
LOINC to encode laboratory tests. Any other concept not covered by ICD-10 and LOINC will
be encoded with a terminology specific for CrowdHEALTH.
The HHR manager will be not a mere implementation and extension of the FHIR standard.
The HHR conceptual model is expected to represent certain health information in a simpler
way than the FHIR implementation schema, so in some case it could be preferable to manage
HHRs without facing the complexity of the FHIR schema. For these reasons the project will
explore the possibility to support the creation of FHIR Resources using a simpler view, more
tied to the HHR conceptual model. Should this approach be successful, the programmers
using the HHR manager will be able to create and manage HHRs by choosing between two
related views: the FHIR view or the HHR view.
The following tables describe in more detail both confirmed old and new requirements of the
HHR manager.
Name
HHR representation of physical parameters
measurements provided by sensors

ID
TL-FUNC-3211
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
measurements of physiological parameters of patients, performed
and recorded by health professionals

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2
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Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UCs

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Creation of student HHRs

ID
TL-FUNC-3212
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
fitness measurements performed and recorded by health
professionals on Students

Reference Use Case

UC#5

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Creation of HHRs stemming from sensor
measurements.

ID
TL-FUNC-3213
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
measurements of physiological parameters performed by caregivers,
patients, medical professionals using sensors.

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager, Gateways

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221 to TL-FUNC-32211

Priority

SHOULD
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Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-3214

Name
HHR representation of information
recorded by patients
It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
symptoms information recognized and recorded by the patients.

Definition
Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Creation of patient-recorded diagnosis
information HHRs

ID
TL-FUNC-3215
Definition

Reference Use Case

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
diagnosis information (provided by health professionals) recorded by
the patient
UC#4

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-3216

Name
Creation of patient-recorded medication
HHRs
It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
information on medications recorded by the patient

Definition
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UC#3, UC#4

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-3217

Name
Creation of patient-recorded allergy
information HHRs
It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
information on allergies recorded by the patient

Definition
Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Creation of professionals-recorded
diagnostic information HHRs

ID
TL-FUNC-3218
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
diagnosis information provided and recorded by the health
professionals

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
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Name
Creation of patient recorded medical
procedures HHRs

ID
TL-FUNC-3219
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
information on medical procedures recorded by the patient

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-32110
Definition

Name
Creation of subject recorded nutritional
information HHRs
It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
nutrition information recorded by the subject person

Reference Use Case

UC#4, UC#6

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Creation of subject recorded physical activity
information HHRs

ID
TL-FUNC-32111
Definition
Reference Use Case

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
physical activity information recorded by the performer person
UC#6

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements

N/A
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dependencies
Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Creation of sensor recorded physical activity
information HHRs

ID
TL-FUNC-32112
Definition
Reference Use Case

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
physical activity information recorded by sensors
UC#6

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Creation of social applications recorded
social activity information HHRs

ID
TL-FUNC-32113

Reference Use Case

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
social activity information recorded by social applications
UC#3

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST
M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Definition

Expected delivery date
ID
TL-DAT-32117
Definition
Reference Use Case

Name
FHIR v.3.0.1 standard compliance
Information covered by the FHIR standard v.3.0.1 should be
implemented according to the standard
UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7
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Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery date

M12, M24
Name
FHIR v.3.0.1 extensibility mechanisms
employment for additional data

ID
TL-DAT-32118
Definition

Reference Use Case

Information not covered by the FHIR standard v.3.0.1 should be
implemented using the extensibility mechanism defined by the
standard
UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Representation of HHRs as Java objects

ID
TL-FUNC-32119
Definition
Reference Use Case

It must be possible to create HHRs as Java Objects.
UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes)
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Name
Creation of HHRs based on the HHR model
concepts

ID
TL-FUNC-32122
Definition
Reference Use Case

05/06/2018

It should be possible to create HHRs by referring to concepts defined
by the HHR conceptual model.
UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Interpretation of HHR attributes by referring
to the HHR conceptual model

ID
TL-FUNC-32121
Definition

It should be possible to read HHRs attributes by referring to
conceptual attributes defined by the HHR conceptual model.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
HHR representation of demographics
information about a patient

ID
TL-FUNC-32124
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
demographic information about a patient.

Reference Use Case

UC#3
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Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UCs

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Physical activities measured by the subject
person

ID
TL-FUNC-32125
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
activity measurements performed by the subject person.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
HHR representation of social activity

ID
TL-FUNC-32126
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
the number and the duration of the phone and video calls
performed in a given time frame, the number of contacts and the
number of photos and videos owned by the subject person.

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A
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Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Sleep quality measured by the subject person
or sensors

ID
TL-FUNC-32127
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
sleep quality measurements performed by the subject person or
sensors.

Reference Use Case

UC#4, UC#6

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
HHRs representation of coaching due to the
food intake reported by the patient

ID
TL-FUNC-32128
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
coaching messages based on the food intake declared by the
patient.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
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Name
Device information

ID
TL-FUNC-32129
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to describe the
devices used to perform measurements.

Reference Use Case

UC#3, UC#4

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Hospitalization episodes

ID
TL-FUNC-32130
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
clinical and administrative details about the hospitalization episodes
of the patient.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Emergency episodes

ID
TL-FUNC-32131
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
clinical and administrative details about the emergency episodes of
the patient.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements

N/A
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dependencies
Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
Name
Hospitalization at home

ID
TL-FUNC-32132
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
clinical and administrative information regarding hospitalization at
home episodes of the patient.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST
M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Expected delivery date

Name
Outpatient consultations

ID
TL-FUNC-32133
Definition

It must be possible to create Holistic Health Records to represent
clinical and administrative information regarding outpatient
consultations of the patient.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery date

M12 (1st version of prototypes), M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-32134

Name
Supporting code systems for recorded
procedure
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Definition

It should be possible to create HHRs representing procedures using
ICD10 and LOINC code systems.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Supporting code systems for recorded
diagnosis

ID
TL-FUNC-32135
Definition

It should be possible to create HHRs representing diagnosis using
ICD10 and LOINC code systems.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-32136

Name
Supporting code systems for recorded clinical
finding

Definition

It should be possible to create HHRs representing clinical finding
using ICD10 and LOINC code systems.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager
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Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-32137

Name
Read the list of values for CrowdHEALTH
terminology
It should be possible to read values contained in the CrowdHEALTH
terminology.

Definition
Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Read the list of values for ICD-10 terminology
included in CrowdHEALTH platform

ID
TL-FUNC-32138
Definition

It should be possible to read the ICD-10 terminology values
accepted by CrowdHEALTH platform.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)
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Name
Read the list of values for LOINC terminology
included in CrowdHEALTH platform

ID
TL-FUNC-32139
Definition

It should be possible to read the LOINC terminology values accepted
by CrowdHEALTH platform.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
Compliancy of the HHR to FHIR v3.0.1

ID
TL-FUNC-32140
Definition

The compliancy of the HHR to the FHIR v3.0.1 must be guaranteed
by defining the FHIR profile corresponding to the HHR model.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to transform HHRs in a unique FHIR representation.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

ID
TL-FUNC-32141

Name
URIs dereferencing

Definition

It should be possible to read the LOINC terminology values accepted
by CrowdHEALTH platform.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7
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Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to access the web page pointed by the URIs in the HHRs.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes)

Name
URIs dereferencing

ID
TL-FUNC-32142
Definition

It should be possible to convert HHRs to XML documents.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data & structures, HHR structure, HHR Manager

Success criteria

Capability to represent the information shared by UC

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24 (2nd version of prototypes).

3.2.1.1.

Change log

The set of requirements of the HHR manager specified during the first year of the project have
been updated during the second integration cycle according to the input received from the UC
partners. Accordingly, new requirements have been identified, while the requirements already
defined but not yet implemented have been verified. In some case, requirements scheduled
for the second year has been updated to match the UC expectations, or even removed if they
do not add value to the project. The following table reports the changes to the previous
version of the requirements, specifying the new added requirements, the ones that was
removed and the rationale for the applied choices, when needed.
Requirement ID

Status

Note

From TL-FUNC-32124 to
TL-FUNC-32142

New

Added requirements.
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TL-FUNC-32114

Deleted

This requirement is implied by TL-DAT32116, which has been removed.

TL-FUNC-32115

Deleted

This requirement is implied by TL-DAT32116, which has been removed.

TL-DAT-32116

Deleted

This requirement is intended to integrate
data coming from different sources not using
the same identifier for the same entities. In
those cases, specific identity criteria based
on attribute values should be defined.
Currently, no pilot application has such a
requirement.

TL-FUNC-32120

Deleted

The conversion to FHIR is performed by the
Data Converter. Anyway, only XML FHIR
format is required by the project.

TL-FUNC-32121

Deleted

Replaced by TL-FUNC-32142

3.2.2. Gateway
This section presents the requirements for the data gateways providing information to the
CrowdHEALTH platform stemming from heterogeneous data sources.
Name
Connection to (SQL) Database

ID
TL-FUNC-3221
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should facilitate the connection to an
appropriately specified (SQL or No-SQL) Database, for the retrieval
of the information, integrating the corresponding security measures
safeguarding information integrity.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#5

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful connection established to the defined data source.

Requirements
dependencies

UC2-FUNC-3126

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
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Name
Connection to API

ID
TL-FUNC-3222
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should facilitate the connection to an
appropriately specified API, for the retrieval of the information,
integrating the corresponding security measures safeguarding
information integrity.

Reference Use Case

UC#2, UC#6

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful connection established to the defined data source.

Requirements
dependencies

UC2-FUNC-3126, UC2-FUNC-3127

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
Name
File Parsing

ID
TL-FUNC-3223
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should facilitate the parsing of files
(e.g. excel or csv files, for the retrieval of the information, integrating
the corresponding security measures safeguarding information
integrity.

Reference Use Case

UC#4

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful connection established to the defined data source.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3224

Name
Configuration

Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should provide access to a
configuration service, facilitating configuration of the connection
parameters per connection type and source.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6
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Reference
functionality

Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful configuration of the connection parameters.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3225
Definition

Reference Use Case
Reference
functionality
Success criteria
Requirements
dependencies
Priority
Expected delivery
date

Name
Pull Connection Type Support
The CrowdHEALTH gateways should support pulling data from
external data sources (e.g. through REST APIs) per predefined time
intervals.
UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5
Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways
Successful retrieval of information from the defined data sources.
TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223
MUST
M12
Name
Push Connection Type Support

ID
TL-FUNC-3226
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should support data from external
data sources being pushed to the platform per predefined time
intervals.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful collection of information from the defined data sources.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
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Name
Token based Authentication

ID
TL-FUNC-3227
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should support token-based
authentication with the data sources to safeguard data integrity and
non-repudiation.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6

Reference
functionality

Security, Authentication – authorization - access control, Data
Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful authentication of the data source gateway from the
defined data sources.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Password based Authentication

ID
TL-FUNC-3228
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should support Push connection type
per predefined time intervals.

Reference Use Case

UC#6

Reference
functionality

Security, Authentication – authorization - access control, Data
Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful authentication of the data source gateway from the
defined data sources.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3229
Definition

Name
Standardised Interface to other internal
CrowdHEALTH components

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should facilitate the
standardised connection to other internal components of the
CrowdHEALTH platform, such as the Data Cleaner, the Data
Converter, etc. The standardisation of the messages should
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follow a well-defined and structured format, such us XML or
JSON.
Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Interoperability, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Proper specification of message structure.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Connection to unknown source

ID
TL-FUNC-32210
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should facilitate the connection to
unknown, plug ‘n play sources, mapping them to already known
sources in order to identify the information types made available.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways
Data Sources, Plug ‘n’ play approach, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful connection established to the “unknown” data source.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
TL-FUNC-32211

Name
Data Interpretation

Definition

The CrowdHEALTH gateways should facilitate the interpretation of
the information acquired from plug ‘n play sources connected,
mapping them to already known sources in order to identify the
information types made available.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Aggregation, Data Source Gateways
Data Sources, Plug ‘n’ play approach, Data Source Gateways

Success criteria

Successful interpretation of the information acquired from plug ‘n
play sources connected.
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N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24
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3.2.3. Data cleaning
Data cleaning requirements for the systems providing quality of information guarantees are
presented in this section.
Name
Standardised Interface to other internal
CrowdHEALTH components

ID
TL-FUNC-3231
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should facilitate the standardised
connection to other internal components of the CrowdHEALTH
platform, such as the Data Gateway. The standardisation of the
messages should follow a well-defined and structured format, such
us XML or JSON.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Interoperability, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Proper specification of message structure.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3229

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3232

Name
Error identification

Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should facilitate the identification
of errors associated with conformance to specific constraints,
safeguarding that the data measures compare to defined business
rules or constraints.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.
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N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
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M12
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Name
Conformance to specific data types

ID
TL-FUNC-3233
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to specific data types (e.g. integer, string etc.).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Conformance to range constraints

ID
TL-FUNC-3234
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to specific range constraints (min and max values).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
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Name
Conformance to predefined values

ID
TL-FUNC-3235
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to specific predefined values (e.g. values selected
from a drop-down list).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Conformance to regular expression patterns

ID
TL-FUNC-3236
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to regular expression patterns (data that has a certain
pattern in the way it is displayed, such as phone numbers e.g. for
text formatting "123-45-6789" or "123456780" or "123 45 6789").

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3237

Name
Conformance to value separation

Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to separation of values (e.g. complete address in free
form field without any indication where street ends and city
begins.).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7
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Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
TL-FUNC-3238
Definition

Reference Use Case
Reference
functionality
Success criteria
Requirements
dependencies
Priority
Expected delivery
date

Name
Conformance to cross-field validity
The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to cross-field validity (e.g. the sum of the parts of data
must equal to a whole).
UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7
Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner
Identification of on-purpose included errors.
N/A
MUST
M24
Name
Conformance to correct placement

ID
TL-FUNC-3239
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to correct placement of values into attributes (value of
ZIP code appears in phone number attribute).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24
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Name
Conformance to uniqueness

ID
TL-FUNC-32310
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should safeguard the
conformance to uniqueness (data that cannot be repeated and
require unique values (e.g. social security numbers)).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Identification of duplications

ID
TL-FUNC-32311
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH data cleaning process should facilitate the
identification of duplications that could then be removed facilitating
easier and more efficient record management and maintenance.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
TL-FUNC-32312

Name
Automatic field completion

Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should safeguard that the data
set provided is fully complete and should empower the automatic
filling in of information based on interpolation / extrapolation
techniques.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7
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Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Automatic completion of on-purpose excluded values.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Field completion notification

ID
TL-FUNC-32313
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should safeguard that the data
set provided is fully complete and should empower the notification
of a moderator about missing values, probably suggesting values
based on interpolation / extrapolation techniques.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

COULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Automatic error correction

ID
TL-FUNC-32314
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should safeguard
inconsistencies and errors identified are corrected.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Automatic correction of on-purpose included erroneous values.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST
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Name
Error notification

ID
TL-FUNC-32315
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should safeguard that
inconsistencies and errors are identified, and should empower the
notification of a moderator about them.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

COULD

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Data verification

ID
TL-FUNC-32316
Definition

The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should safeguard that data
provided is accurate, especially referring to erroneous inliers, i.e.,
data points generated by error but falling within the expected range
(erroneous inliers often escape detection).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Automatic identification of on-purpose included errors.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
TL-FUNC-32317
Definition

Name
Data logging
The CrowdHEALTH Data Cleaner should keep a log file of all
identifications of errors, and especially of all automatic corrections
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of errors and inclusions of values, to safeguard transparency.
Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Cleaning, Data Cleaner

Success criteria

Logging of errors identified and of values included.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

3.2.4. Data Aggregation
Name
Data received by Aggregator in HHR
compliant format

ID
TL-FUNC-3241
Definition

Data is received from gateway in a (FHIR) format so it can be
directly stored in the HHR repository

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Gateways - receive the HHR compliant (FHIR) data and push
it within the CrowdHEALTH Platform

Success criteria

Data is stored in the relevant HHR without error

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221 to TL-FUNC-32211

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3242

Name
Data received by Aggregator with unique
(Patient) identifier

Definition

The received data has an identifier that allows the Aggregator to
identify which HHR it belongs to

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Gateways, Quality assessment, Data Interoperability – one of
these components should ensure that the newly received data has
a unique identifier before it gets to Aggregator
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Success criteria

The identifier from the received data matches with the identifier of
an existing HHR

Requirements
dependencies

Data Source Gateways, Data Cleaner, Interoperability

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
HHR exists in the data store with unique
identifier

ID
TL-FUNC-3243

Definition

HHRs need to be present in the CrowdHEALTH data store with
unique identifiers

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

HHR Manager creates relevant HHR structures in the data store

Success criteria

HHR information is returned upon querying the data store with a
unique identifier

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3211 to TL-FUNC-32121

Priority

MUST

Expected
date

delivery M12

Name
Interfaces to the data store are made
available

ID
TL-FUNC-3244
Definition

The data store of the use-case makes available the relevant
interfaces that allow read & update operations to be performed on
existing HHRs

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Storage – create and expose interfaces that allow data to
be queries, stored and updated in a use-case specific data store

Success criteria

Queries can retrieve and update HHR data in the data store
through specific interfaces

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3229
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Name
Data maps are developed to perform the
aggregation of newly received data into
existing HHR

ID
TL-FUNC-3245

Definition

Data maps are made available that aggregate newly received data
with the existing HHRs in the data store

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

N/A

Success criteria

Newly received data is combined with existing HHR records in the
data store

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3243

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

3.2.5. Data Conversion
Mapping and compiling data depends on a method of providing interoperability across diverse
systems. The specific requirements are detailed in this section.
Name
ID
Data Converter
TL-FUNC-3251
Definition

The information coming from the gateways (T3.2) from different
suppliers must be homogenized and integrated into a single
structure and compatible coding. So regardless of the origin of the
information, whether from one provider or another, its information
has to be structured according to the extended HHR resources of
HL7 FHIR. Tools for making compatible possible local codification
systems for representing data must be also be provided.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Social Holistic Health Records, Interoperability, Data Converter

Success criteria

Information from different data providers can be accessed in the
same way and in the same format, regardless of where it comes
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from.
Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3252, TL-FUNC-3253

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M10, M22, M34

Name
Structure Mapping

ID
TL-FUNC-3252
Definition

Provide a knowledge store of a set of junctions and transformation
rules between two different information structures. Thus, it is
possible to solve what would be the field equivalent to a given
structure, in another, and the possible transformations that may be
required. For example, a table-based dataset containing a list of
patients with diagnoses and disease timestamps should resolve
where to store each instance of each column in the table, into a
XML document where there are three elements: patient unique
identifier, condition and date.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Social Holistic Health Records, Interoperability, Structure Mapping

Success criteria

The different information structures used by the data providers of
the use cases can be resolved in HHR fields.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3254 (FHIR endpoint)

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M10, M22, M34

ID
TL-FUNC-3253

Name
HL7 FHIR Component compliance

Definition

To be able to translate and manage the different encodings used in
the data sets of the providers that are used to represent information
such as levels of priority of a diagnosis, types of diagnosis, etc. To
be able to use the capabilities offered by this information encoding,
a component must be implemented that complies with the
operations
defined
by
the
HL7
FHIR
standard
(https://www.hl7.org/fhir/terminology-service.html).

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference

Social Holistic Health Records, Interoperability, Terminology
Service
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functionality
Success criteria

There are translations of the coding systems used within the
datasets, to terminologies used as reference on which to perform
various semantic operations (subsumption, expansion, inclusion,
validation and lookup).

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3254 (FHIR endpoint)

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M10, M22, M34

3.2.6. Big data storage and analytics
CrowdHEALTH needs for its technology framework a big data storage that can support the
storage of health information related to a large health community as the EU can be. This
platform also needs to have the right analytical capabilities to provide the right outcome for
policy-making. Finally, the Big Data Storage and Analytics component should also provide
functionalities for importing FHIR structured data with respect to the internal HHR data model,
and tools to re-create FHIR resources according to a retrieval query. The following
requirements reflect the capabilities such platform should have:
Name
OLTP+OLAP

ID
TL-FUNC-3261
Definition

Big Data Platform must withstand operational workloads (OLTP) as
the updates in-patient HHRs or the streaming records of new health
sensors and - at the same time - allow analytical queries to do
analytics over that data.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

Data is stored at the pace of input and UC can execute complex
analytical queries over it.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3262
Definition

Name
ACID OLTP
Big Data Platform must have ACID properties to guarantee
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transactionality and no loss of important information as Health
Records provided by origin systems.
Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

Data is stored consistently and transactionally

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
Name
Local-Global Deployment

ID
TL-FUNC-3263
Definition

Because of data protection regulations among the Countries,
CrowdHEALTH platform has to be able to deal with a deployment
where some activities and data is stored at local level, while others
can be done at a global level.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

Deployments fit UCs local data protection needs, while there can
be a global view of the data easily integrated.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected
date

delivery M24
Name
Polyglot Integration

ID
TL-FUNC-3264
Definition

To have a wide range of options to cover all needs, the platform
should have Polyglot integration of different data-stores.
Specifically: MongoDB, Neo4J, HBase, HADOOP datalakes and
LeanXcale own internal data-store.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

There is a data-store to match each UCs needs
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N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected
date
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delivery M24
Name
Columnar Data-store

ID
TL-FUNC-3265
Definition

To have the right performance for analytics there should be some
datastore having columnar format capabilities.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

LeanXcale datastore provides columnar capabilities with a
performance improvement over the other datastores for a set of
analytical queries.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3261

Priority

COULD

Expected delivery
date

M24
Name
Distributed Query Engine

ID
TL-FUNC-3266
Definition

A distributed query engine with support for intra-query parallelism,
plan optimization to distribute analytical queries and aggregate
calculations in a parallel way for optimized OLAP.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

Analytical query times are within a reasonable range

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24
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Name
CEP Queries

ID
TL-FUNC-3267
Definition

The Complex Event Processor streaming can make several queries
at a time to provide a range of analytical capabilities.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

Several continuous queries can run in the system providing correct
results with good performance.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24
Name
Correlation with Data at rest

ID
TL-FUNC-3268
Definition

The Complex Event Processor can correlate and aggregate realtime events with data at LeanXcale datastore not compromising
performance.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform

Success criteria

Complex analytics correlating real time events with data at rest is
possible

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M32

ID
TL-FUNC-3269
Definition

Name
Seamlessly Import HHR/FHIR records
The Big Data Platform must be able to accept HHR objects in a
serialized FHIR format, auto-generate the corresponding relational
DB schema to store this information, validate the data according to
the defined data model and provide all functionality to connect to
the data store and insert the input data.
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Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Big Data Platform, Data Aggregator, HHR management

Success criteria

Data arriving at the Big Data Platform in HHR/FHIR must be
present in the corresponding data tables of the Big Data Platform

Requirements
dependencies
Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M14

Name

ID
TL-FUNC-32610

Define a new DB Schema

Definition

The Big Data Platform should provide a REST functionality to
enable components developed using front-end technologies to
define a schema, in order to persist their data

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Policy Development Toolkit

Success criteria

By creating a schema, the user should be able to validate that it
exists in the underlying storage, using whichever graphical tool for
administration of a relational data store (i.e SQuirreL, DBeaver, etc)

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected
date

delivery

ID
TL-FUNC-32611

M24

Name
Get metadata of a data base schema

Definition

The Big Data Platform should provide a REST functionality to
enable the retrieval of information regarding a DB schema.
This will allow to retrieve the list of corresponding tables, the
tables’ column names and data types, the primary/foreign key
constraints etc.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Visualization Dashboard
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Success criteria

After defining a DB schema via the TL-FUNC-3270, the user
should retrieve its meta data through the implementation of
this requirement.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected
date

delivery M24

Name

ID
TL-FUNC-32612

Seamlessly insert data to data store

Definition

The Big Data Platform should provide a REST functionality to
enable components developed using front-end technologies to be
able to persist relevant information to the data store

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Policy Development Toolkit

Success criteria

Data can be successfully import to the data store data tables,
according to the table schema, as described in TL-FUNC-3270

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected
date

delivery

M24

Name

ID
TL-FUNC-32613

Seamlessly retrieve data from data store

Definition

The Big Data Platform should provide a REST functionality to
enable components developed using front-end technologies to be
able to retrieve relevant information from the data store

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Analytics, Data Visualization

Success criteria

Data can be successfully retrieved in a JSON format from the data
store data tables, according to the table schema, as described in
TL-FUNC-3270, and the data inserted via the TL-FUNC-3272

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST
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Name
Store Intermediate Query Results
The Big Data Platform should provide a REST functionality to allow
the Data Analytics components to store and retrieve intermediate
query results of their execution

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Analytics, Data Visualization

Success criteria

User must be able to store arbitrary results in JSON format, and
then be able to retrieve them from the data store

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name

ID
TL-FUNC-32615

Execute arbitrary SELECT query from
REST

Definition

The Big Data Platform should provide a REST functionality to
enable data analytic components to execute an arbitrary SELECT
statement and retrieve data

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Analytics, Data Visualization

Success criteria

The By executing an arbitrary SELECT SQL statement, they user
should be able to retrieve the same results as if she had performed
the execution using whichever graphical tool for administration of a
relational data store.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected
date

delivery

3.2.6.1.

Change log

M24

The set of requirements of the Big Data Storage and Analytics specified during the first year of
the project have been updated during the second integration cycle according to the input
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received from the UC partners, thus new requirements have been identified. The following
table reports the new added requirements.
Requirement ID

Status

Note

From TL-FUNC-3269 to TLFUNC-32615

New

Added requirements.

3.2.7. Data Visualization
ID
TL-FUNC-3271
Definition

Name
Visual Workbench Web Application
The workbench will be provided as a single web application. Ease
of use and visually appealing.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

The workbench can be accessed through a public URL.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected
date

delivery

M24

Name
Visual Workbench Security

ID
TL-FUNC-3272
Definition

The workbench must support security features (i.e. authentication,
authorization), users, groups of users, roles, etc.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

User has a valid account in the CrowdHEALTH ecosystem and can
use it to get logged in the workbench

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3271

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M36
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Name
Visual Workbench Data Source
Connectivity

ID
TL-FUNC-3273
Definition

The workbench must connect to LeanXcale Big Data System
through a HTTP REST API. It implies to get access to structured
and unstructured data, including real-time data streams. Due to Big
Data implications, the workbench should exchange minimal data
over the network.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

A valid user of the workbench can make requests to the REST API
of the LeanXcale Big Data System

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3261 to TL-FUNC-3268

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Visual Workbench Self-service Data
Preparation

ID
TL-FUNC-3274
Definition

The workbench has to provide "drag-and-drop" operators to create
actual SQL queries, and aggregate data from different data stores
(i.e. relational and NoSQL) including data streaming sources.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

The user gets a SQL query.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24
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Name
Visual Workbench Metadata Management

ID
TL-FUNC-3275
Definition

The workbench will enable users to leverage metadata objects
such as dimensions, hierarchies, measures, performance
metrics/KPIs, etc.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

The user is able to visualize the results of queries in different
formats

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Visual Workbench Analytic Dashboards

ID
TL-FUNC-3276
Definition

The workbench will have the ability to create highly interactive
dashboards and content with visual exploration.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

The user has all data (stored and streaming) at her fingertips.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
TL-FUNC-3277

Name
Visual Workbench Interactive Visual
Exploration

Definition

The workbench will provide charting libraries to support data
exploration. Real-time stream data visualization must also be
supported.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7
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Data Management, Visualization
Users leverage different visualizations for better understanding of
the results of the queries.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M36

Name
Visual Workbench Public, share and
embedding Analytic content

ID
TL-FUNC-3278
Definition

The workbench will offer capabilities that allow users to publish
analytic content through various output types and distribution
methods.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

Users are able of sharing the results by means of PNG and PDF
files, as well as send them via email, and twitter.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M36
Name
Visual Workbench Store/Load Queries

ID
TL-FUNC-3279
Definition

The workbench will provides mechanisms to store created queries
and load them back when needed.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Data Management, Visualization

Success criteria

User creates and stores a query then she clears the canvas and
loads the query back to keep working with it

Requirements

N/A
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dependencies
Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

3.2.8. Policies modelling and evaluation
An ontology model and semantic reasoning language are necessary to develop a policy
modelling. The evaluation of policies should be in context with a conceptual evaluation
framework to develop proper indicators. Surveys to evaluate the key performance indicators
and the policies by asking experts on public health will be needed at the end of the project.
Name
Ontology model and semantic reasoning
framework

ID
TL-FUNC-3281
Definition

The public health policy modelling must be based on an ontology
and semantic reasoning language that will provide a policy
structure for designing Key Performance Indicators for measuring
the policies

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Policy modelling

Success criteria

An ontology and a logic for public health policies defined

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-POL-3282

Name
Conceptual framework for contextualizing
performance indicators

Definition

A context based on a conceptual framework for the Key
Performance Indicators and their relationships could help in the
design of public health policies

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Policy modelling / Policy evaluation
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N/A

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

SHOULD

Expected delivery
date

M12
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Name
Questionnaires for evaluating policies of the
Policy Development Toolkit

ID
TL-POL-3283
Definition

Experts on public health will assess the final evaluation of the
policies based on the evidence given by the Policy Development
Toolkit. A questionnaire based on the acceptance of the toolkit and
its recommendations must be provided.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Policy evaluation

Success criteria

N/A

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

3.2.9. Risk stratification
Data availability and quality is important for the risk models to be able to perform accurate risk
stratification. The below requirements pertain to the data quality dimensions set out by the UK
Chapter of the Data Management Association [1].
ID
TL-FUNC-3291

Name
Batch data query functionality

Definition

Must be able to query the HHRs in order to retrieve batches of
historical information. Further, it should be possible to query / filter
the data according to time.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Data-driven models considering health risks, Risk
models and models execution.
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Success criteria

Manual assessment.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223, TL-FUNC-3229,
TL-FUNC-3231

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Maximal data completeness for risk models

ID
TL-FUNC-3292
Definition

The data provided for the risk models needs to be as complete as
possible.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Data-driven models considering health risks, Risk
models and models execution.

Success criteria

Manual assessment.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3231 to TL-FUNC-32311

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Removal of duplicate data for risk models

ID
TL-FUNC-3293
Definition

The data provided to the risk models should not have any event
recorded more than once.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Data-driven models considering health risks, Risk
models and models execution.

Success criteria

The number of duplicates should be zero.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32311

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
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Name
Consistency of data for risk models

ID
TL-FUNC-3294
Definition

The data provided must be consistent: all measurements of a
specific type should have the same units.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Data-driven models considering health risks, Risk
models and models execution.

Success criteria

Manual assessment of the units.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3231 to TL-FUNC-32311

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Accuracy of data for risk models

ID
TL-FUNC-3295
Definition

The data provided must correctly represent the medical events that
are recorded: both the timestamp and the corresponding
measurement information must be accurate.

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Data-driven models considering health risks, Risk
models and models execution.

Success criteria

Comparison with raw data.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3231 to TL-FUNC-32311

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

ID
TL-FUNC-3296

Name
Holistic Health Record format for risk model
input

Definition

The structure of the Holistic Health Record needs to be known for
the purposes of knowing the inputs to the risk models.

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference

Health Analytics, Data-driven models considering health risks, Risk
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functionality

models and models execution.

Success criteria

A specific structure schema is obtained.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223 and TL-FUNC3229

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Informative data query error messages

ID
TL-FUNC-3297
Definition

Provide informative error messages if data is unavailable or
incomplete

Reference Use Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Data-driven models considering health risks, Risk
models and models execution.

Success criteria

Manual assessment of error handling / messages.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3221, TL-FUNC-3222, TL-FUNC-3223, TL-FUNC-3229,
TL-FUNC-32315 and TL-FUNC-32316

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

3.2.10. Clinical pathway mining
Name
Recognition of patterns in chronic disease
progression

ID
TL-FUNC-32101
Definition

With respect to chronic disease management, this functionality
refers to recognition of patterns in clinical pathways and chronic
disease progression. The goal is to link patient features and
treatment behaviours, in order to mine treatment patterns hidden
within HHR data and investigate how these patterns correlate with
outcomes, providing the means for the identification of key factors
that determine or affect the results of treatment plans and
consequently patient health status. This can be achieved through a
combination of clustering, process mining and pattern mining
techniques, and visual analytics.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference

Health analytics, Clinical pathways mining
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functionality
Success criteria

The user can examine the level of correlation between selected
data and similarity within a cluster with specific metrics (e.g. r,
interclass correlation, etc.)

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Interactive visual analytics

ID
TL-FUNC-32102
Definition

With respect to the visualization of clustering and pattern
recognition results, it is essential to provide not only a visual
overview of the outcomes, but also tools that enable interactive
exploration of points of interest, allowing users to generate insights.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Health analytics, Clinical pathways mining, Visualization

Success criteria

The user is able to customize the visual representation and achieve
better understanding of the results.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Mining to identify coaching adherence
determinants

ID
TL-FUNC-32103
Definition

This functionality must perform data mining in order to identify the
main factors affecting coaching adherence

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Policy making

Success criteria

A process and method will be in place that will help identify the
factors, inputs and other determinants that affect the coaching
adherence more than others.

Requirements

N/A
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dependencies
Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M31

Name
Mining to evaluate online education impact

ID
TL-FUNC-32104
Definition

This functionality must perform data mining in order to evaluate
whether online education improves Quality of Life (as reported by
patients)

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Policy making

Success criteria

A process and method will be in place that will help answer the
question “is more online education about side-effects helping
reduce side-effects?”

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M31

3.2.11. Multimodal forecasting
Based on data from the ULJ use case we expect forecasting to be used with the aim to enable
policy makers to answer various questions related to policies on childhood obesity, diet and
physical activity. For example, the following questions will be considered:





The projected rates of obesity in the following 5-yr period (by age group);
The projected change in various fitness components in the following five year period
(by age group);
Health risks associated with low fitness and obesity;
The risk of developing obesity.

In addition to this, within ULJ use case forecasting models will be employed for evaluating
several existing policies in Slovenia (e.g. policy on school nutrition).
ID
TL-FUNC-32111
Definition

Name
Trend identification and impact estimation
In the context of the BIO use case, this capability entails the
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application of classification and predictive modelling techniques, in
order to estimate the impact of interventions, treatment plans and
policies on individuals, as well as on a population, through the
identification of trends within patient profiles.
Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Health analytics, Multi-modal forecasting

Success criteria

N/A

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Forecasting methods to predict coaching
adherence

ID
TL-FUNC-32112
Definition

Predict extent of coaching adherence based on limited data from
new patients (whose data has not been through data mining)

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Policy making

Success criteria

A process and method will be in place that will help predict whether
a new patient will adhere to online coaching - based on their
preliminary characteristics and/or inputs, as per the models

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M31

Name
Forecasting to evaluate online education
impact

ID
TL-FUNC-32113
Definition

Predict impact of online education based on limited data from new
patients (whose data has not been through data mining) regarding
Quality of Life

Reference Use Case

UC#3
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Policy making
A process and method will be in place that will help predict whether
a new patient will benefit from more online education, regarding
side-effects and Quality of Life.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M31

ID

Name

TL-FUNC-32114

Forecasting domain information

Definition

Reference Use Case

Domain information on the data on which forecasting will be applied
must be available for each use case (e.g., which variables are
relevant, expectations about future trajectories of the variables to
forecast)
UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Multimodal forecasting

Success criteria

Manual assessment

Requirements
dependencies
Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12 (1st version of prototypes)

3.2.12. Causal analysis
Within causal analysis task ULJ use case will be used to explore several causal pathways
related to childhood obesity. More specifically, life course trajectories of fitness and weight will
be examined in order to determine whether decline in physical fitness is the cause of obesity
or is it vice-versa (i.e. it is the consequence of obesity). In addition, we will determine to what
extent adult obesity is determined by childhood obesity and whether low adult fitness is
caused by low childhood fitness.
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Name
Causal analysis through real-time monitoring of
policies’ KPIs

ID
TL-OTH-32121
Definition

Constant monitoring of KPIs is essential in the assessment of
treatment plans or health policies. In the context of the BIO use
case, causal analysis refers to the association of potential changes
in specific KPIs with certain interventions or with other available
patient related data. Such associations can facilitate the
identification of factors that influence treatment plans and policy
impact. A KPI monitoring dashboard is required for this process.

Reference Use Case

UC#2

Reference
functionality

Health analytics, Causal analysis, Visualization

Success criteria

The user is notified for statistically significant shifts or trends in
selected KPIs.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12

Name
Understand what drives determinants of
online coaching adherence

ID
TL-OTH-32122
Definition

Analyse the data and understand why (beyond correlations)
specific determinants affect extent of coaching adherence

Reference Use Case

UC#3

Reference
functionality

Policy making

Success criteria

A process and method will be in place that will help understand the
reasons behind determinants affecting coaching adherence

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M31
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Name
Understand what drives determinants of
online education impact

ID
TL-OTH-32123
Definition
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Analyse the data and understand why (beyond correlations) specific
determinants affect impact of online education regarding Quality of
Life

Reference Use Case UC#3
Reference
functionality
Success criteria

Policy making
A process and method will be in place that will help understand the
reasons behind determinants affecting the impact of online
education regarding the patients’ Quality of Life and side-effects

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M31

3.2.13. Context analysis
Context analysis sets the models of data, processing and systemic limits for a certain action or
set of actions to be fulfilled, aiming to provide the base for decision model. Situation
awareness represents the key target of Context Analysis, being aware of the environmental
situation by collecting and interpreting information and is a prerequisite for many organizations
to make informed decisions and take appropriate actions. In many domains, such as short and
long-term health monitoring, air traffic control, chemical plant surveillance, combating
emergencies, and controlling maritime safety and security, computer-based support is thereby
indispensable for gathering and processing all the relevant data. Such a computer system for
supporting situation awareness is often implemented as a mesh of distributed systems, as an
evolving collection of distributed, heterogeneous, autonomous, cooperating systems, many
times without a clearly identifiable centralized control.
In CrowdHEALTH Context analysis rely on data modelling capability and data processing,
being used by application and services developers to gather crunched image of data collected
from the field and perform guided analytics (i.e. “what if” exploratory analysis for policies
ahead).
ID
TL-FUNC-32131
Definition

Name
Context Analysis
Context Analysis support should be able to use data and methods
developed in order to generate decision support inputs for policies
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models.
Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Visualization workbench, Policies Modelling, Costbenefit analysis, Policy Evaluation, Risk Stratification, Multimodal
Forecasting, Big Data Storage and analytics

Success criteria

Provide meaningful inputs for Policy development toolkit.

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
Context Analysis population segmentation

ID
TL-FUNC-32132
Definition

Context Analysis population segmentation should use HHR data and
provide guided population segmentation relying on observed
dominant correlated parameters over selected time interval and
population.

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Visualization workbench, Policies Modelling, Cost-benefit analysis,
Policy Evaluation, Risk Stratification, Multimodal Forecasting, Big
Data Storage and analytics

Success criteria

Provide meaningful inputs for Policy development toolkit.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3261, TL-FUNC-3262, TL-FUNC-3265

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

3.2.14. Policy development toolkit
Policy development toolkit helps policy makers to construct their policy queries based on web
UI controls with predefined options. Runs and modifies the predefined in the policy model
queries. Based on a guided wizard, the policy maker can apply the policy on a population
segment to evaluate the results.
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Name
Policy creation wizard

ID
TL-FUNC-32141
Definition

The policy maker should be able to construct the policy query based
on CrowdHEALTH available options, with the guides of the tool.

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Health Analytics, Visualization workbench, Policies Modelling, Costbenefit analysis, Policy Evaluation, Risk Stratification, Multimodal
Forecasting

Success criteria

Create, test policies and compare results with the expected outcome.

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-3291, TL-FUNC-3281, TL-FUNC-3271, TL-FUNC-32111,
TL-FUNC-32121

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

3.2.15. Trust management and reputation modelling
Following tables describe the specific CrowdHEALTH requirements for the trust and reputation
engine.
Name
Data anonymized trust and reputation
model

ID
TL-SP-32151
Definition

The trust and reputation models have to handle anonymized data as
well as to maintain and structure information in an anonymized
structure. I.e., input sources such as specific monitoring devices
have to not be linkable to specific individuals or equipment.

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Streaming data sources, Healthcare providers’ data stores

Success criteria

Anonymity and linkability-specific constrains are still valid

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32161

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24
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Social and health data integration

ID
TL-SP-32152
Definition
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Trust and reputation modelling also determines the trustworthiness
of social and health information. The trust and reputation models
should account and evaluate various input sources, some of them,
which are not strictly medical or highly precise: various third-party
components, patients’ own reporting and similar have a higher bias
or outline behaviour and should be recognized and evaluated as
such.

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Streaming data sources, Healthcare providers’ data stores

Success criteria

Distinguishing between the various
appropriate trust and reputation levels

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

ID
TL-SP-32153
Definition

Reference Use
Case
Reference
functionality
Success criteria
Requirements
dependencies
Priority
Expected delivery
date

sources

and

assigning

Name
Configurable reaction model
The reaction model can define and generate specific events, such as
alarms, assisting in the authentication and authorization of users and
services, as well as in annotating the data streaming into the
CrowdHEALTH platform.
Relevant reaction events must be defined and integrated for the
UCs, so that a proof of concept life cycle and notifications are
executed.
UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7
Streaming data sources, Healthcare providers’ data stores
Definition and automatically generation of specific events for defined
trust and reputation-related changes/evaluations of data and users.
N/A
MUST
M24
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3.2.16. Data anonymization and access control
Name
Data anonymization at the source

ID
TL-FUNC-32161
Definition

eHealth data is personal sensitive information and needs to be
anonymized to protect the privacy of the patients. Data
anonymization is required before a big-data business can run
effectively without compromising the privacy of the personal
information it uses.

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Streaming data sources, Healthcare providers’ data stores

Success criteria

K-anonymity eHealth data

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

Name
User authentication

ID
TL-FUNC-32162
Definition

Authentication and authorization are responsible for verifying that a
user is who he claims to be, and establishing if he is permitted to
have access to a resource.

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

User authentication and authorization

Success criteria

Classification of user into groups with different access rights

Requirements
dependencies

N/A

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M12
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Name
Resource access control

ID
TL-FUNC-32163
Definition
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CrowdHEALTH must employ access control to enforce the required
security for its resources, in addition to authentication and access
control (e.g. geographic IP blocking)

Reference Use
Case

UC#1, UC#2, UC#3, UC#4, UC#5, UC#6, UC#7

Reference
functionality

Streaming data sources, Healthcare providers’ data stores

Success criteria

K-anonymized eHealth data

Requirements
dependencies

TL-FUNC-32162

Priority

MUST

Expected delivery
date

M24

4. State of the Art Analysis
4.1.

Holistic health records

4.1.1. State of the Art
A fundamental element in the CrowdHEALTH approach is the definition and population of
Holistic Health Records (HHR). They represent any information about a person that may affect
their health. HHRs may be potentially fed by any information system that collects possibly
relevant data, such as patient registries, EMRs, sensors, or also social media.
The task of reconciling different kind of health data in a unique integrated view is not unique to
the CrowdHEALTH project. We can mainly distinguish tree kind of IT supported initiatives that
need to perform similar tasks.
The first kind of initiatives aims to patient empowerment, i.e. they are intended to improve the
self-efficacy of people in managing their own health. An important instrument in most of these
projects is the adoption of a Personal Health Record (PHR) that allows the citizen to
autonomously record information on observations and events related to his/her health. Many
recent PHR solutions are based on mobile technologies and IoT technologies and are able to
integrate different kind of information coming from different sources such as sensors and
specialized mobile applications that the user adopts to manage specific aspects of their life.
Enabling technologies for mobile have been developed by Apple, Samsung, and Microsoft
with the aims to provide a shared view of health-related information about individuals and
tools to collect, store, use and share health records. Apple HealthKit [18] is a framework
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defining a relational data model for the collection of fitness data, vital signs, nutritional and
sleep information from several sources. The frameworks store all collected data in an
encrypted repository located on the mobile device. Many mobile apps for wellness (e.g.
Runtastic [19], Runkeeper [20], Fitbit [21], Garmin Connect Mobile [22], Strava running and
cycling [23], MisFit [24]) and devices for health (e.g. Withings [25], iHealth [26]) offer features
to share collected health data with the HealthKit, thus supporting the centralized storage of
integrated personal health records.
S-Health [27] is a framework for wellness developed by Samsung that allows the monitoring
and storing of vital signs and physical activities performed by the user. The data are stored on
the cloud using an account on the Samsung servers and made available for sharing them with
other devices. HealthVault [28] is a framework for wellness developed by Microsoft for
Windows phone, Android and iOS. It aims to monitor the lifestyle of the user based on the
physical activities and the progresses of the monitored clinical parameters. The framework
allows the storage of the data on the Microsoft Cloud. Both S-Health and HealthVault define
their own data model for the integration of personal health data, covering a set of information
comparable with the ones of the Apple HealthKit. Therefore, the main difference is the higher
level of privacy guaranteed by the Apple solution that does not force to share all the personal
health data with the owner of the operating system.
Many research initiatives have been conducted to identify challenges and open questions,
aiming at identifying data types, standards, functionalities and architectures of PHRs [29].
Solutions have been proposed to manage personal heath data at different level, ranging from
allergies, immunizations, medication, home monitoring data, to more basic levels such as
genetics. There are still concerns and challenges in the actual solutions regarding
interoperability, integrity, and confidentiality and user experience.
The second kind of initiatives are intended to provide more complete information to medical
professionals, in order to improve clinical decisions during the execution of healthcare
processes. These initiatives aim to provide a unified viewpoint of patients’ health history to the
medical professional, in order to assure that any organization and any stakeholder involved in
healthcare processes has the most complete information, avoiding treatments errors or
inefficiencies due to missed information. Initiatives for the construction of Integrated Care
EHRs (IC-EHRs) [30] and for the integration of EHR with EMRs and PHRs [31] belong to this
category. Approaching the new millennium, most of European and extra-European countries
have started to implement EHR at national or regional level, adopting different standards and
architectures (e.g. ELGA in Austria [32], AORTA in Netherlands [33], HealthConnect in
Australia [34], FSE in Italy [35]). Several standards have been adopted by these initiatives and
by research alternative proposals [36] [37] for the storage and communication of health
records. These include standards for the definition of the structure of records and messages
such as CCR (Continuity of Care Record) [38], DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communication.
in Medicine) [39], HL7 CDA [40], HL7 RIM [41], HL7 FHIR [42], openEHR (Open Electronic
Health Records) [43], CEN/ISO EN13606 [44]. They also include shared terminologies for the
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identification of common medical concepts, such as ICD-ICF-ICHI family of International
Classifications [45], the International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) [46], LOINC
(Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes) [47], SNOMED-CT (Systematized
Nomenclature Of Medicine Clinical Terms) [48]. All these standards and initiatives are mainly
conceived for the interoperability of EMRs storing administrative and medical data produced
by health professionals during the execution of healthcare processes. They have a less
complete coverage of medical information produced directly by the patient and usually stored
in PHRs and have very poor representation of concepts more related to prevention or
wellness (such as nutrition and physical activities) with completely no support for the
representation of information of events that are only indirectly related to health (such as social
events).
A third kind of endeavours want to provide data integration technologies to be used by
medicine researchers. These include solutions for basic medical research (e.g. genetics), preclinical research and clinical research. Particularly relevant with respect to HHRs are data
integration technologies for population based clinical research, i.e. research intended to
improve the health of specific population and involving the observation of actual patients.
These solutions provide the possibility to perform more complete analyses on bigger
population sets by integrating the results of different clinical trials or observational studies
performed by different institutions [49], classifies various types of repositories mainly by
distinguishing the kind of data source and the kind of control on data. So called “Registries”
collect data on specific populations to track outcomes, usually using observational research
methods; “Warehouses” are set of data integrated from different sources within a single
institution; “Collections” includes data from different organizations and from data sources than
a registry; “Federations” are similar to collections but the physical control of data is distributed
among donor organizations.
Some of this integration projects exploit technologies for EHRs. For instance, the “Query
Health” [50] initiative (promoted by US ONC, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology) developed a national architecture for distributed, population-level
health queries across diverse clinical systems with disparate data models. Queries performed
by researchers are based on a common ontology and query language. The common ontology,
called Query Health ontology, is based on HL7 C-CDA standard, while the query language is
HQMF (Health Quality Measures Format) also standardized by HL7. Original HQMF
presented inadequate computability quality in 2011, so the Query Health project collaborated
with HL7 to develop a second revision of HQMF that balances the flexibility needed by query
developers and the computational tractability needed in implementations.
As the HQMF experience demonstrates models for IC-EHR are conceived for supporting
healthcare activities, but they may be insufficient to perform queries at population level.
Moreover, there are concerns for fulfilling legal constraints for the sharing of data at an
international level when the research network includes institutions coming from different
countries. For these reasons, the same research network has adopted specific models and
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architectures that allow data aggregation, while ensuring that connected healthcare
organizations maintain local control over their highly regulated and proprietary data. One
prominent example is the HMO Research Network Virtual Data Warehouse. Its peculiarity is
that it defines a completely public data model [51] that covers seven content areas:
demographics, utilization, laboratory, pharmacy, census, tumour registry, and vital signs. It
puts high priority on analytic simplicity and data provenance. This implies that although the
model is specified as a traditional relational model, it does not always conform to common
relational database theory such as database normalization or enforced key constraints. For
instance, it may contain redundant data to expedite the extraction of large volumes of data.
Other projects are tied to objectives that are more specific. For instance, MiniSentinel, EUADR 12, and Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) are two initiatives aimed
to exploit observational data to study the effects of medical products. All of them adopt specific
data model and vocabularies. For example, OMP specified a Common Data Model [52] that
includes the definition of a standard vocabulary, including most concepts from SNOMED
vocabulary and mapped with other standard vocabularies (e.g. ICD10, ICD9CM). Initial
adoptions of the model have successfully applied it to the integration of datasets coming from
different courses and adopting different data formats, with a very limited loss of information
[53].
4.1.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
The current standards for integration of health records do not completely support the
possibility to describe non-clinical events. HHRs instead will not be limited to clinical
information, but will include also data about physical activities, lifestyle, nutrition, social
activities or relationship and potentially any aspect of individual and his/her life and that may
impact on health.
Also in the case of clinical information, such as received medical treatments and diagnosis,
current models do not allow correctly distinguishing information recorded by the patient from
information recorded by the health organization (for most medical data it is assumed that they
are recorded from a health organization). The HHR model instead will allow registering the
same kind of information provided by different stakeholders.
In particular, HHRs will not consider just data coming from health service providers, such as
hospitals, clinics and laboratories, but also other sources of information such as social media
and schools. This will require the inclusion in the HHR model of concepts and kind of
information currently not included in health models, such as information about students,
teachers, schools and municipalities.
CrowdHEALTH will not define a completely new model. That would be of course a too
demanding task for a single project. Moreover, the health domain already suffers from a too
big number of alternative standards. Considered the project objectives, several of the
requirements of the project are already covered by existing EHR and EMR standards and in
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particular from HL7 standards, that are largely adopted in Europe. Although largely diffused
however, HL7 v.2 and v.3, the last official standards from HL7, are considered difficult to
implement and does not always guarantee the expected level of interoperability. For this
reason, HL7 recently launched the HL7 FHIR initiative to define the successor of current
standards. While not yet finalized, this new standard has been very well accepted and is
considered quite easier to implement. Given these positive aspects, CrowdHEALTH will build
the HHR as an extension of the last release of HL7 FHIR.
Moreover, CrowdHEALTH will define a conceptual abstraction on top this FHIR extension in
order to be completely independent from specific implementation models. FHIR is indeed a
logical model, tied to specific implementation technologies (REST, XML and JSON). This
logical model is optimized in order to support an agile exchange of information among typical
EMR or EHR applications. As already stated it is not guaranteed that a model conceived for
EMRs or EHR performs well with queries or analytics at population level, as needed by
CrowdHEALTH. For this reason, the HHR model will recommend the usage of FHIR logical
model only for the exchange of information, but it will leave complete freedom for the
implementation of storage and analytics tools, allowing choosing any logical model that it is
compliant to the HHR conceptual model.
4.2.

Gateway

4.2.1. State of the Art
Regardless of the way in which devices are connected to the IoT, they should be uniformly
discoverable and integrated with different platforms and systems, in order for the latter to have
access to the devices’ data and gain value out of it. To this concept, various IoT
infrastructures have been proposed in the literature, putting their efforts on the integration of
heterogeneous devices in order to be interoperable and pluggable to different IoT platforms
and systems, while offering their data.
In this domain, SIGHTED [54] proposes a way to collect and provide uniform access to
multiple heterogeneous devices’ data, based on semantic web and linked data principles. In
[55] the proposed framework converts sensor data into Resource Description Framework
(RDF) and linked to existing data on Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud, whilst a sensor ontology
schema based on O&M concepts is used with links to GeoNames [56] dataset for location
properties. Trends of publishing sensor data on the LOD cloud are also discussed in [57], in
order to improve accessibility without increasing complexity of solutions, while the authors in
[58] support semantic sensor discovery without exploiting hierarchical and structured relations.
Sense2Web [59] is proposed as a platform that captures basic attributes of sensors in RDF
using available linked data to create links to other resources, where sensor descriptions are
manually submitted and stored in XML format to be transformed into RDF, and models these
resources using ontologies linked to GeoNames and QU ontology [60]. SEMSENSE [61] is a
system for collecting and publishing sensor data of just one single data source, by
semantically enriching sensor data residing in MySQL database, based on manual mapping to
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Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology concepts [62]. What is more, ContQuest [63] is a
framework that among its functionalities, defines a development process for integrating new
data sources including their data description and annotation, by using the Ontology Web
Language (OWL) [64] to model and describe data sources. The proposed approaches in [63]
[65] [66] [67] cope with the frequent modification of data source’s schemas, by providing
homogeneous views of various data sources based on a domain ontology [54]. Furthermore,
[67] presents an ontology based on data integration architecture within the context of the
ACGT [68] project, where emphasis is given to resolve syntactic and semantic heterogeneities
when accessing integrated data sources. SPOT [69] proposes a smart-home platform built on
a dynamic XML device driver abstraction model that tackles the aspects of data sources’
heterogeneity, by offering an abstraction layer to realize an open, and unified API. EcoDiF
[70], similarly, proposes a Web-based platform for integrating heterogeneous devices with
applications and users to provide services for real-time data control, visualization, processing,
and storage. Furthermore, Xively [71] a cloud based IoT platform for managing data derived
from various devices, provides a RESTful API for getting the data, its visualization, and for
triggering events based on it. S3OIA [72] is a service-oriented architecture for integrating
various devices in the IoT context, by using a tuple space approach [73] to semantically
express information about the devices integrated into the platform.
4.2.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
All of the aforementioned approaches have proposed several features regarding the
integration and interoperability among heterogeneous data sources/devices, whilst most of
them have identified ontologies as one of the basic technologies for the achievement of
devices’ integration. However, none of these implementations uses methods for efficiently and
rapidly integrating heterogeneous devices during runtime, in order to gather data. As a result,
all these approaches lack of sufficient flexibility and adaptability to solve challenges arisen
from dynamically integrating both known and unknown devices during runtime. For that
reason, in CrowdHEALTH an innovative mechanism is proposed for integrating both known
and unknown devices during runtime, by initially identifying the devices’ software and
hardware specifications and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). In the next step, the
classification of these specifications occurs, where according to the classification’s results,
mapping mechanisms are being applied to the APIs to match the known devices’ and the
unknown devices’ data methods accordingly, that are responsible for gathering data. Based
on these steps, a Common API is proposed, for efficiently supporting heterogeneous devices
to be dynamically inherited into IoT environments and offer their data without the need for
application-level programming.
4.3.

Data cleaning

4.3.1. State of the Art
Today’s real-world databases are gigantic in size, and therefore, highly inclined to noisy,
missing and capricious data that is inconsistent [74]. Data cleaning deals exactly with this
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problem, by detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from such data in order to
improve its quality [75]. Therefore, data cleaning routines shall be applied to clean the data by
filling in missing attributes and values, smoothing and leveling noisy data, identifying and
removing outliers, as well as determining and settling inconsistencies [76]. Thus, preparing
and cleaning datasets prior to analysis is a perennial challenge in data analytics, whilst failure
to do so may result in inaccurate analytics and unreliable decisions. For that reason, over the
last two decades data cleaning has been a key area of database research [77].
Many authors have proposed algorithms for data cleaning [78] in order to remove
inconsistencies and noises out of data. Among the most common inconsistency type has to do
with the missing data. Missing values cause problems like loss of precision due to less data,
computational issues due to holes in dataset and bias due to distortion of the data distribution.
To solve the missing data issue, various algorithms have been proposed so far. These
algorithms fill the missing values and smooth out the noise. Three of those implemented
algorithms are constant substitution, mean attribute value substitution and random attribute
value substitution method [78]. Another approach to increase efficiency of data warehouse is
the creation of materialized views (MVs), which improve data warehouse performance by preprocessing and avoiding complex resource intensive calculations [79]. However, apart from
these commonly used approaches for data cleaning, there have been proposed several other
innovative solutions in the literature, regarding the different data cleaning problems that may
occur. The authors in [80] proposed the NADEEF architecture, an extensible, generalized and
easy-to-deploy data cleaning platform, that allows users to specify multiple types of data
quality rules, which uniformly define what is wrong with the data and how to repair it through
writing code that implements predefined classes. What is more, in [81] a method is
implemented for managing data duplications, where duplication detection is done either by
detecting duplicate records in a single database or by detecting duplicate records in multiple
other databases. In the same concept, in [82] a two-step technique that matches different
tuples to identify duplicates and merge the duplicate tuples into one is proposed. This
technique benefits some data cleaning domains, such as duplicate detection, record
matching, and entity resolution, however, it is unable to identify more complex data
expressions. To compensate the complexity of data expression, many data cleaning methods
are using heuristic rules and user guidance, such as [83] [84] [85] [86] and [87], which require
manual labour for the cleaning process. Hence, in [88] an ontology-based data cleaning
solution is implemented, using existing technologies to understand and differentiate the
contents of the data, and performing data cleaning without the need of human supervision.
Apart from these, in [89] the authors proposed a solution for detecting and repairing dirty data,
by offering a commodity data cleaning system that resolves errors like inconsistency,
accuracy, and redundancy, by treating multiple types of quality rules holistically, while in [90] a
rule-based data cleaning technique is proposed, whereby a set of domain specific rules define
how data should be cleaned.
It should be mentioned, that apart from the approaches developed by the research
community, there have been released various commercial tools and frameworks for data
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cleaning. OpenRefine [91] is one of the most commonly used that deals with messy data, by
cleaning it, transforming it between different formats, and extending it with web services and
external data. DataWrangler [92] is another interactive tool for data cleaning and
transformation, allowing interactive transformation of messy, real-world data into the data
tables’ analysis tools. Moreover, DataCleaner [93] is a data profiling engine for discovering
and analyzing the quality of the data, by finding patterns, missing values, character sets and
other characteristics of the data values, whilst Drake [94] is a text-based data workflow tool
that organizes command execution around data and its dependencies, by automatically
resolving these dependencies and providing a rich set of options for controlling the workflow.
4.3.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
Previous surveys have presented different approaches for data cleaning, but those
approaches have their drawbacks and are still unable to resolve all the data cleaning issues
completely. For that reason, combining all of the aforementioned solutions in combination with
the fact that in all these approaches there is an absence of an end-to-end iterative data
cleaning process, in CrowdHEALTH we will implement a solution capable of cleaning data
deriving from both known (i.e. UC’s) and unknown (i.e. streaming) data sources, including the
dynamic categorization of all these data sources to specific “levels of trustfulness”.
In more details, the phase of data cleaning will consist of five (5) different components, being
responsible for (i) identifying all the existing errors, noises, and inconsistencies of the
incoming data that have to conform to specific chosen constraints, (ii) correcting/removing all
the identified errors, noises, and inconsistencies, and (iii) safeguarding that the data provided
is complete, as well as accurate, especially referring to erroneous inliers, i.e. data points
generated by error but falling within the expected range (erroneous inliers often escape
detection).
With respect to the phase of data sources reliability, this phase will be mainly responsible for
dynamically categorizing both known and unknown data sources to specific “levels of
trustfulness” (i.e. data reliability, provided information type, data availability), according to a
given threshold. As a result, all the data sources that do not meet the “trustfulness” criteria will
be extracted, ensuring not only the origination of the data sources’ incoming data, but also the
adaptive selection of all of the available data sources in order to be connected into the
CrowdHEALTH platform.
4.4.

Data aggregation

4.4.1. State of the Art
Data aggregation techniques are usually applied in communication and sensor networks,
where the data from different network nodes is aggregated to unravel complete information
and to analyse network and routing efficiency.
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In the Big Data domain, which is more relevant to CrowdHEALTH, data aggregation
techniques need to bring together relevant pieces of information at one place and develop a
holistic view of an entity under focus in a scalable, efficient and reliable manner. However, the
design and evaluation of such aggregation algorithms has not received the same level of
attention that other basic operators, such as joins, have received in the literature.
The nature and purpose of existing aggregation algorithms/techniques is also platform
dependent in some cases, restricting their wider application across different scenarios. For
example, the querying mechanism for traditional (e.g. SQL or NoSQL) data platforms are
different from Hadoop [95]. The industrial tools for data management and self-service data
analytics such as Trifacta Wrangler or Alteryx Designer offer desktop-based environments to
prepare aggregate and analyse data. However, these tools are not suitable for integration in a
service-oriented architecture, such as the one envisioned in CrowdHEALTH.
Moreover, the influence of Big Data techniques in various application domains is seen in the
emergence of hybrid approaches for data aggregation. Examples of hybrid techniques include
the use of machine learning, predictive and clustering algorithms to perform data aggregation
operations. In addition, some existing frameworks for data aggregation focus on combining
data from multiple sources in real-time environments (e.g. Apache Spark [96]). Using such
technologies, the approaches for aggregating historic datasets still rely on the traditional
CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) operations.
In CrowdHEALTH, the overall goal is to combine a number of disparate data sources into a
common format and to provide information in a form usable for simulation and decisionmaking. In this respect, the data aggregation approach in CrowdHEALTH will take into
account the research outcomes in in Big Data domain and the recent technical advancements
in data management solutions.
4.4.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
Taking into consideration the current state-of-the-art in data aggregation and the requirements
of the CrowdHEALTH project, the aim is to produce scalable and reliable aggregation
techniques suitable for an eHealth environment characterised by disparate and incomplete
data sources.
The approach adopted in CrowdHEALTH for handling data and performing various operations
is based on the microservice architecture. Microservices is a method of developing software
applications as a suite of independently deployable, small, modular services. Each
microservice runs a unique operation and communicates through a well-defined, lightweight
mechanism to serve an operational goal.
The microservices will use HTTP/REST communication protocols with JSON-based data
transfer. REST (Representational State Transfer) is a lightweight integration method because
of its comparatively lower complexity over other protocols. The use of REST method will
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enable the microservices to be programmed as responsive-actors that offer scalable,
adaptable, modular, quickly accessible and consistent experiences across a wide range of
data handling operations.
In the CrowdHEALTH platform, each microservice will be able to perform aggregation
operation on a specific type of data. The use of microservice architecture is well suited to Data
Aggregation needs in CrowdHEALTH since the Data Aggregation component is expected to
get countless calls with a variety of data types – which would have been cumbersome for a
traditional 2-tier architecture to handle in an efficient and reliable manner.
With the CrowdHEALTH platform, the microservices will be deployed as Docker containers.
Docker offers a resource efficient, safe and highly reusable approach to deploying
applications in house or on the Cloud.
4.5.

Data conversion

4.5.1. State of the Art
Due to the rapid developments in sensing and actuation technologies, there are several ICT
services and applications supporting personalized care. This has resulted in the development
of applications [97] that are able to detect and predict personal health anomalies and manage
therapy. Gartner [98] mentions that the global market of wearable technology has reached to
275 million devices. Currently the health-related services and data are heterogeneous in
nature and operate independently, therefore the value emerging from their exploitation is
limited. For example, each year avoidable deaths and injuries occur due to the poor
communication between healthcare services and professionals [99]. In the healthcare domain,
data is typically spread across different systems and locations, which makes it difficult to
harmonise and aggregate instantly when needed. Due to this inadequate integration of
technology, as well as the large amounts of health data being generated by different systems
e.g. medical practitioners, laboratories, wearable’s, etc., it is getting increasingly common for
important events, such as early indications of diseases, to be missed. According to the
International Data Corporation (IDC) [100], in 2013 less than 5% of information has been
analysed because very little was known about the data.
Consequently, the key to addressing the aforementioned challenges is to enable
interoperability between healthcare information systems and to development mechanisms that
contribute towards improving the care quality by identifying important health-related events
across different systems and data stores. While several techniques and standards have been
devised to address this challenge, they are not applicable to a diverse range of scenarios,
thus a more generic solution is needed, such as the one that is proposed in CrowdHEALTH.
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4.5.1.1.

Clinical Data Exchange standards

4.5.1.1.1.

Introduction

Throughout the history of clinical computer systems, various initiatives have emerged to
standardise or serve as a reference when sharing information between these systems. The
main purpose of such initiatives is to serve as a neutral entity that dictates common ground
between two specific systems that need to share information. Standardisation also reduces
the cost by virtue of reusability and extensibility of techniques and technologies e.g.
standardised mechanisms can be reused to share information with new system thus avoiding
the investment or effort of developing specific integration between specific systems.
In this section, we will briefly review some of the most relevant standards currently in use,
allowing us to evaluate their use within the CrowdHEALTH project.
4.5.1.1.2.

HL7 v2

This standard aims to formalize the exchange of clinical information by sharing text messages
in which to structure the information to be shared. They provide a set of definitions that
establish the language, structure and types of data required to construct the messages that
serve as a means of transactions between the parties involved.
HL7 is an organization that throughout its history has created multiple standards in the clinical
and health environment, obtaining a considerable presence in this sector, and for that reason,
many companies are currently using their standards.
HL7 v2 is a standard that relies on a legible flow of segments and delimiters. It has its own
syntax based on delimiters. An example is found in the Figure 3.

Figure 3: HL7 v2 Message

HL7 provides documentation that formalizes these information structures for specific use
cases, detailing how messages should be properly composed.
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HL7 v3 and Clinical Document Architecture

The HL7 v3 standard has a syntax following an XML-based encoding. The structure of this
message would be oriented by the "HL7 Clinical Document Architecture" (CDA), whose
purpose is to specify the format, structure and semantics of clinical documents. The XML
schema for any message must have a minimum structure to satisfy the CDA standard for the
exchange of clinical data. An example can be found at the Figure 4.

Figure 4: HL7 v3 message

Both HL7 v3 messages and an HL7 CDA-based document are related, since HL7 CDA arises
from the creation of HL7 v3. The main difference between the two is that while CDA is aimed
at storing patients' medical records and being consulted by people, a HL7 v3 message is
oriented to be processed by computers. This has meant that a CDA document can be
interchangeable since it follows the composition rules of an HL7 v3 message, but contains a
greater amount of redundant information to include both the machine-processable part and to
be an easy-to-read document by a person.
4.5.1.1.4.

HL7 Fast Health Interoperable Resources

It is the latest standard created by the organization HL7 for the exchange of clinical
information, although it has another set of capabilities (as in its previous standards). The main
motivation in creating this standard was to simplify and reduce the complexity of the
mechanisms and structures defined by the standard, avoiding the mistakes made in its
previous standards (mainly HL7 v3 / CDA).
Using the Pareto principle, where 20% of the effort achieves 80% of the cases, the HL7
organization with this version focuses on correctly defining a limited group of structures with
which it intends to satisfy most of the use cases in the clinical setting. In this way, they ensure
to have a very solid standard in terms of interoperability and functionality for a majority of
cases, without wasting effort trying to cover all the innumerable cases that can occur in the
clinical domain. This new approach, coupled with the current paradigm of web technologies,
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results in the simplification of the standard to facilitate its use by the implementers of clinical
information systems.
The FHIR standard is based on a series of interoperability artefacts composed of a set of
modular components called "resources". These resources are small discrete units of
information for the exchange, with defined behaviour and meaning, such as demographic
information of a patient, a condition, a procedure, etc.
FHIR provides a REST architecture, fully supported by the HTTP standard, allowing the
management of resources in a very granular way. It defines the transitions that must be
implemented in an FHIR resource server through HTTP requests, gathering all these
interactions through the specification of a REST API for that purpose.
4.5.1.1.5.

CEN/ISO EN13606

The CEN / ISO EN13606 is a standard approved as an international ISO standard for the
interoperability of clinical information from an electronic health record approach. Its main
purpose is to define a reliable set of information structures in order to exchange parts of a
patient's Electronic Health Record. It is composed of different parts that are described below
and depicted in Figure 5:







Part 1: CEN 2007: ISO 2008: The Reference Model, the generic common information
model. The global characteristics of health record components.
Part 2: CEN 2007: ISO 2008: Archetype Interchange Specification, in-formation model
of the metadata to represent the domain-specific characteristics of electronic health
record entries. This chapter defines how to share archetypes, and not how to
exchange them within particular systems.
Part 3: CEN 2008: ISO 2009: Reference Archetypes and Term Lists, establishing the
normative terminologies and controlled vocabularies.
Part 4: CEN 2007: ISO 2009: Security Features, covering security mechanisms and
methodology.
Part 5: CEN/ISO 2010: Exchange Models, interface designed to request specific
extracts, archetypes or audit log.
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Figure 5: CEN/ISO EN13606 structure

The model is structured from a root node containing "Compositions", which can be organized
using "Folders". The "Compositions" are divided into sections, and these in turn in Entries,
which already contain individual pieces of information such as observations, medication orders
or diagnostics. Leaf nodes containing concrete data are structured by ”Clusters" and
"Elements" within each "Entry".
4.5.1.2.

Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium

The goal of CDISC is to develop a set of rules that allow the transmission of standardized
clinical records to regulatory authorities. Additionally, it aims to cover another series of
objectives such as the acquisition, exchange and storage of clinical data. The records follow a
series of rules and protocols defined by CDISC, which simplify interpretation by regulatory
agencies, as well as reduce the burden in trial physicians and improve the clinical
development cycle.
CDISC uses XML as the main technology in which to support the interoperability of the rules
and protocols it defines. Thus, it is possible to exchange dataset metadata for clinical research
applications in a machine-processable format, with the main components being: Dataset
definition; Dataset variable definitions; Controlled terminology definitions; Value list definitions;
Links to supporting documents; Computation method definitions; and Comments definitions.
4.5.1.3.

Clinical Terminologies

The purpose of medical terminologies is to encode medical ideas in a standardized way, and
in some cases to structure those ideas in some way, such as taxonomies. Next, we will review
some of the most common terminologies, giving a brief description of each one of them:
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SNOMED CT: General domain medical vocabulary. Organized in a taxonomy and
provides consistent means to index, store, retrieve, and aggregate.
LOINC: Medical laboratory domain vocabulary that applies universal code names and
identifiers, focused in the electronic exchange and gathering of clinical results.
ICD9-10: International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems by the World Health Organization. It provides codes for diseases, signs and
symptoms, abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances, and external causes
of injury or diseases.
NCIt: Reference terminology that covers vocabulary for clinical care, translational and
basic research, public information and administrative activities.
ATC/DDD: The Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System classifies
active ingredients of drugs according to the organ or system on which they act and
their therapeutic, pharmacological and chemical properties.

As can be deduced, multiple terminologies are currently used for the various and specific uses
within the clinical domain. This implies a challenge for the information that is codified in a
given terminology, and it is intended to exchange information with another system that uses a
different terminology. To this end, different servers have been developed that offer operations
on the terminologies for the codification of information, as well as in some cases, operations of
translation between terminologies. Some examples would be: 3M Health Information Systems,
Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Apelon, B2i Healthcare, Cambio Healthcare Systems,
Caradigm, Cerner Millennium Terminology package, Clinithink, EMIS Health.
4.5.1.4.

Related work of interoperability in the healthcare domain

In the last years, many projects are dealing with interoperability of health-related information
systems, proposing solutions based on specific medical standards and technologies in order
to satisfy the needs of a particular scenario.
A group of approaches uses XML technologies for achieving interoperability, such as HL7
CDA where representation models are represented in XML and their mappings are defined by
using XSLT rules. In [101] the interoperability among different health care systems is enriched
by annotating the Web Service messages through archetypes defined in OWL. The same
researchers presented an approach [102] based on archetypes, ontologies and semantic
techniques for the interoperability between HL7 CDA and ISO 13606 systems. Archetypes are
represented in OWL, but the problem is approached by using HL7 RIM as basic and common
information model. The authors in [103] show how the HL7 vMR standard can be used to
design and implement a Data Integrator component. The latter collects patient information
from heterogeneous sources and stores it into a personal health record, from which it can then
retrieve data, hypothesising that the HL7 vMR standard can properly capture the semantics
needed to drive evidence-based clinical decision support systems. The work of [104] must be
mentioned, where the authors present a solution based on the ESB. The latter is translated
into the healthcare domain using a messaging and modelling standard, which upholds the
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ideals of HL7 V3, combined with a SNOMED CT. Given the importance of the semantic
interoperability, the main clinical standardization organizations, ISO, HL7 and openEHR, are
making an effort for harmonizing their specifications. Such approach is the ISO 13606 named
‘‘Reference archetypes and term lists’’ that provides an informative guide in order to represent
clinical information codified according to HL7 and openEHR by using ISO 13606 structures. In
addition to this, DCM [105] have been used for defining clinical information independently of a
specific clinical standard but with the aim of offering the possibility of being transformed into
other medical standards.
Despite the development of medical standards, interoperability and data integration are still
open issues. [106] is an example of research efforts that deal with integrating medical
standards in order to ensure the interoperability between the HL7 and the IEEE 1451
standards when monitoring patient data. The authors in [107] proposed an ontology to
describe the patient’s vital signs and to enable semantic interoperability when monitoring
patient data. In the same direction, [108] proposed an ontology driven interactive healthcare
with wearable sensors, to acquire context information at real time using ontological methods
by integrating external data in order to prevent disease. Moreover, in [109] a framework is
presented for the semi-automated integration and linkage of heterogeneous data sets by
generating OWL representations of these datasets that can be used for querying and
reasoning. What is more, [110] suggests the CHISTAR that is able to achieve different types
of interoperability with a generic design methodology that uses a reference model that defines
usual purpose set of data structures and an archetype model that defines the clinical data
logic. The work of [111] should be noted, where the NIST Big Data model was enriched with
semantics in order to smartly understand the collected data, and generate valuable
information by correlating scattered medical data deriving from multiple wearable devices.
4.5.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
4.5.2.1.

Structure Mapping

There are many approaches that organizations can use to achieve interoperability or
exchange clinical information in an interoperable way. In addition, there exists standards that
facilitate the integration of health information systems. However, some aspects of
interoperability and integration are always designed in a concrete way for the specific
scenarios that is being implemented. This implies that although the information exchange
interfaces of healthcare systems use standards as reference, ad-hoc implementations are
always carried out because of very specific requirements of these systems.
In this background, CrowdHEALTH proposes a realistic way to solve the information
interoperability and integration challenges. Because the standards are mostly used as
reference, and cannot be strictly followed due to their own limitations of satisfying specific
requirements, thus an interoperability approach based entirely on standards cannot be offered
in CrowdHEALTH.
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CrowdHEALTH will create a set of software services that can flexibly decouple the union
between various information structures. The services will encode transformation rules capable
of transforming the information that follows a certain structure into another. The software
services will be implemented based on micro-service architecture to realise structural mapping
of heterogeneous data into a predefined or target structure. All the structural mapping
"knowledge" will be encoded in the micro-services in a highly configurable and manageable
way to ensure reuse of knowledge and technology.
With respect to the internal mechanics of structural mapping, the CrowdHEALTH project will
increase the level of maturity of HL7 FHIR standard (definition of the type of resource
Structure Mapping), which currently are in very early stages of design. In addition, the project
will provide implementation scenarios of the HL7 FHIR standard, allowing different aspects of
that standard to be investigated in an effort to provide feedback for potential improvements in
the standard.
4.5.2.2.

Terminology Service

Structure Mapping can fall short of realising complete interoperability between two systems
owing to the ambiguity or misunderstanding of the terminologies used at the time of the
codification of clinical information. Within health information systems, a wide variety of
terminologies can be used, including local terminologies, for very specific purposes. This
makes it difficult to establish mapping between two different data models or information
systems.
Several solutions aim to solve the interoperability challenge. However, these solutions
correspond to proprietary products of some companies or specific tools with localised
functionalities that are difficult to integrate other solutions that may be needed to address a
problem in a very concrete way. The organization HL7, already noticed this situation, within its
standard FHIR suggests the use of a series of fundamental operations1 to work with different
terminologies – as a way to unify complimentary functionalities.
It is precisely in this aspect that we intend to address within the CrowdHEALTH project. In
CrowdHEALTH, we aim to complement structural mapping or syntactic interoperability with
semantic interoperability. The semantic interoperability will be realised by a Terminology
Service, which will help interpret or define different terminologies based on the use of HL7
FHIR standard. There are currently no implementations that comply with the operations
defined by the standard HL7 FHIR. Therefore, CrowdHEALTH intends to carry out an

1

HL7 FHIR Terminology Service https://www.hl7.org/fhir/terminology-service.html
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implementation of the Terminology Service defined by this standard, and serve as reference
implementation of the standard.
4.6.

Big data storage and analytics

4.6.1. State of the Art
ACID versus not ACID NoSQL is an ongoing discussion driven in part by the limited scalability
of transactions with ACID properties. New data management technologies, mainly NoSQL
datastores lack support for ACID transactions (delegating any consistency check and complex
transaction concept on the applications) trading this off for scalability.
The de facto atomic commit protocol is two-phase-commit [112] [113]. Two-phase commit is
heavy on time because it requires two rounds of messages between the coordinator and the
participants of the transaction.
In the last decade, there have been quite a few solutions, which provide scalable transactional
support without sacrificing consistency, such as Percolator [114] or Spanner [115]. However,
most of them are either based on variations of two-phase commit, which is inherently limited
because of its high overload; make use of expensive hardware to time events, like Spanner,
Deuteronomy and LEAP; or have a centralized transaction manager, like Omid [116] and
Apache Tephra [117].
The past few years have witnessed a rise in demand for real-time business intelligence.
Organizations increasingly require analytics on fresh operational data to derive timely insights.
To meet these requirements, database engines have to efficiently support HTAP. However,
this is challenging because OLTP workloads require ACID semantics, high throughput, and
performance isolation, while OLAP workloads require interactive response times for very
complex analytical queries that can span a big set of data. HTAP database engines are a
growing trend among which probably the most known database engine is SAP HANA [118].
The third important point for a big data platform aimed at a diverse potential public is polyglot
support and the capability of accessing and providing different datastores that can fit the
needs of different institutions.
Accessing heterogeneous data sources has been addressed by multi-database systems [119]
and data integration systems [120]. The typical solution is to provide a common data model
and query language to seamlessly access data sources, hiding datastore details and enabling
joins across datastores. The dominant state-of-the-art architectural model is the
mediator/wrapper architecture in which each data source has an associated wrapper (or
integration layer) that gives visibility to the source schema and data. The mediator centralizes
the information provided in a unified view of all available data.
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Streaming engines are used for real-time analysis of data collected from heterogeneous data
sources with very high rates. Given the amount of data to be processed in real-time (from
thousands to millions of events per second), scalability is a fundamental feature for data
streaming technologies. In the last decade, several data streaming systems have been
released. StreamCloud [121], was the first system addressing the scalability problem allowing
a parallel distributed processing of massive amount of collected data. Apache Storm [122] and
later on Apache Flink [123] followed the same path providing commercial solutions able to
distribute and parallelize the data processing over several machines in order to increase the
system throughput in terms of number of events processed per second. Apache Spark [124]
added streaming capability onto their product later. Spark approach is not purely streamed, if
fact it divides the data stream into a set of micro batches and repeat the processing of these
batches in loop.
4.6.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
Even when each point states advancements, the main advancement regarding the Big Data
Platform is the join of the capabilities of the Big Data platform providing:








OLTP workload ultra-scalability through the research in different projects applied to
LeanXcale datastore.
A parallel-distributed SQL query engine that supports intra-query parallelism with a
distributed architecture for SQL processing and for data storage in a key-value store
that is the result of LeanBigData project.
Those two points together provide the basis for an HTAP platform able to fulfilling the
needs of real-time analytics over on-line transactional data.
Polyglot support through the integration of CloudMdsQL that provides a functional
language for accessing heterogeneous data sources. This language can exploit the full
power of the local data source repositories could be exploited, by allowing local data
source queries be called as native functions.
A streaming engine that will be a scalable (horizontal and vertical) CEP engine
integrated in the LeanXcale suite. The integration among these high scalable systems
allows the CEP to aggregate and correlate real-time events with structured and nonstructured information stored in LeanXcale. The CEP will be equipped with plugins to
allow the processing of data coming from eHealth applications in an easy and flexible
way.
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Data visualization

4.7.1. State of the Art
CrowdHEALTH aims to deliver a complete visualization framework addressing the analytical
needs of different entities in the ecosystem (e.g. policy makers, health and care professionals,
nutrition experts, pharmaceutical industries, public healthcare and social authorities, etc.).
Task 4.4 of WP4 will design and develop a visual analytics workbench that will enable the
aforementioned stakeholders to develop analytical queries, manipulate the result by means of
successive transformations and visualize these transformed results by means of adaptive and
incremental visualizations.
Adaptive visualization is an attempt to improve visualization by incorporating adaptation, i.e.,
the ability to change visualization depending on various user features that can be explicitly
provided or inferred from the trace of user actions. Though adaptation, users can modify the
way in which the system visualizes a collection of elements [125], and up to now, quite diverse
adaptive visualization ideas have been proposed. They can be categorized into different
groups: (1) visualization method adaptation, (2) visual structure adaptation, and (3) adaptive
annotations [126]. The first visualization method adaptation group prepares multiple
visualization methods and provides them selectively according to different user characteristics.
Plot charts, tables, pie charts, sector graphs, bar charts, Euler diagrams, and so on represent
some of these visualization methods. The visual structure adaptation methods adapt the
structures either by varying the visualization layouts or by providing easy exploration methods.
Dashboards follow this idea. Adaptive annotation refers to the use of visual elements such as
colours or icons, to set the focus more on a specific part of visualization. These ideas will be
delivered by the CrowdHEALTH’s visual workbench allowing the users to visualize data and
query results in different ways allowing the modification of the visualizations on the fly.
Incremental visualization refers to an iteratively refining visualization process that adds or
updates visualization details in a stepwise effort to complete a dataset’s visual representation.
Completeness is understood with respect to the dataset and to its processing. Once
completeness is achieved, the visualization process terminates. When completeness cannot
be achieved (e.g., infinite streaming data or non-converging computations), the process can
also terminate when it is guaranteed that none of the remaining unprocessed data and none
of the remaining iterative processing steps would visibly change the outcome any further: the
visualization is sufficiently stable. If stability cannot be achieved, incremental visualization
becomes an infinite loop that continuously modifies the visual representation [127].
The CrowdHEALTH Visual Workbench will follow this idea to provide incremental visualization
of data analytics outcomes, leveraging an incremental visualization process that permits the
user to change and interact with a visualization at intermediate time points when the queries
are defined and not just after it has been completed.
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The main goal of the CrowdHEALTH Visualization framework has traditionally been the focus
of Business Intelligence (BI) platforms. These platforms are commonly used to support data
retrieval, processing and analysis. The rise of the Big Data phenomenon is disrupting the BI
market with a number of emerging vendors providing Advanced Analytics (AA) platforms, and
currently there is a plethora of BI/AA tools available in the market: Alteryx [128], Birst [129],
Board International [130] ClearStory Data [131], Datameer [132], Domo [133], IBM [134],
Information Builders [135], Logi Analytics [136], Microsoft [137], MicroStrategy [138], Oracle
[139], Pentaho [140], Pyramid Analytics [141], Qlik [142], Salesforce [143], SAP [144], SAS
[145], Sisense [146], Tableau [147], ThoughtSpot [148], TIBCO Software [149], Yellowfin
[150], and Zoomdata [151]. These are the main players according to Gartner [4] and they all
provide commercial products, usually delivered as cloud and/or desktop applications.
However, some of them also offer some kind of free licenses/plans to give the product a try
with very limited functionality, such as Tableau Public (https://public.tableau.com), while others
also offer Community versions of their products, such as Pentaho Community Edition [152].
There are other few open source projects on the table: RapidMiner [153], KNIME [154], Birt
[155], OpenChorus [156].
The aforementioned BI/AA tools have evolved too much over the past years into feature-rich
enterprise applications. In fact, Gartner has identified 15 BI critical capabilities categories
within these BI/AA applications [157]: Regarding Infrastructure, the critical capabilities are (1)
BI Platform Administration, Security and Architecture, (2) Cloud BI, and (3) Data Source
Connectivity and Ingestion. Regarding Data Management: (4) Metadata Management, (5)
Self-Contained Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL) and Data Storage, and (6) SelfService Data Preparation. Concerning Analysis and Content Creation, (7) Embedded
Advanced Analytics, (8) Analytic Dashboards, (9) Interactive Visual Exploration, (10) Smart
Data Discovery, and (11) Mobile Exploration and Authoring. Regarding the Sharing of
Findings, (12) Embedding Analytic Content, and (13) Publish, Share and Collaborate on
Analytic Content. Finally, there are overall platform capabilities such as (14) Platform
Capabilities and Workflow, and the (15) Ease of Use and Visual Appeal.
There also exists a kind of web tools and frameworks focused on integrate heterogeneous
data, application logic, and UI components (a.k.a. widgets) sourced from the Web to create
new coherent and value-adding composite applications. They are known as Web Application
Mashups and aim at development paradigms that do not require programming skills and,
hence, target end users. There are examples of these frameworks targeted on the creation of
analytic dashboards, such as Grafana [158] and Wirecloud [159], being both of them open
source projects. Grafana features a large library of ready-made visualization options, but lacks
in interoperability. Visualizations are isolated from one to another in the dashboard, hindering
the creation of a composite health analytic application. For its part, Wirecloud represents the
reference implementation of the Application Mashup generic enabler the FIWARE FP7
Project, nowadays known as the FIWARE Community [160]. Wirecloud offers an open source
next-generation end-user centred web application mashup platform aimed at easily create
web applications and dashboards. This platform provides a framework to create composite
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web applications by means of widgets, UI components based on standard web technologies.
Those widgets can be “wired” to share/flow data among them, can be freely reallocated in the
layout, and the platform can even manage users leveraging different authentication protocols
such as OpenID, OAuth2.0, etc. These features make Wirecloud an engaging option to be
explored for the development our visualization workbench.
4.7.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
The CrowdHEALTH’s visualization workbench does not want to compete with those full
commercial BI/AA products replicating their functionality. The goal of this task is the design
and development of a web-based adaptive and incremental tool to enable policy makers to
leverage the whole LeanXcale Big Data Platform to its simplest form and, as a result, create
analytic content to be visualized using advanced analytic dashboards.
To do so, the first advancement is the definition of a methodology to visually retrieve and
analyse eHealth data by means of a kind of visual language for querying, processing and
charting data. Traditionally, data querying and analysis was carried out by the IT department
or more recently by data scientists. We will advance providing CrowdHEALTH’s end users
with a visual query builder that supports codeless drag-and-drop query building, leveraging
visual metadata objects such as dimensions, measures, key performance indicators (KPIs),
etc. This tool does not require programming skills, and hence, will definitely lower the barrier
to entry in the creation of both analytical and real-time SQL queries.
Other competitive advantage of the visualization workbench will be an extended chart library
to support interactive visual data exploration. Policy makers and other CrowdHEALTH’s
stakeholders will find not only basic charts, but heat maps, graphs, geographic maps and
other ad-hoc visualizations based on the requirements of the use case partners. Each project
has unique requirements, and the visualization workbench will provide visualizations that will
convey the specific Health Policies’ and HHR’s properties of the datasets they represent.
Current BI tools usually offer ready-made visualizations that can be straightaway used with
any data set. This undermines flexibility for visualizations when filtering and hiding unimportant
information to the users. Our workbench will provide them with a mechanism to select which
dimension that are found in data sets they want to use, avoiding trying to show a fixed
multidimensional space implying too many points of information. Moreover, data is a moving
target, and our visualization workbench will be ready to deal with “live” data, leveraging an
iteratively refining visualization process. Supporting real-time events and streaming data and
analysis will expand use cases where organizations will leverage the streaming data
generated by devices, sensors and people in a connected world in order to make faster
decisions. We will offer a single platform on which to combine real-time events and streaming
data with other types of source data, and to develop a new breed of high-impact analytic
applications that leverage the power of real-time actionable insight. This will be a competitive
advantage of the CrowdHEALTH’s workbench concerning the current BI tools.
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Finally, yet importantly, thanks to the architecture we have envisioned, the visual workbench
will be able to offer embedding analytics in the web applications, which policy makers use.
This will help to extend analytics content in the user context, adding extra value to the
CrowdHEALTH’s analytics.
4.8.

Policies modelling and evaluation

4.8.1. State of the Art
The evaluation of public policies is a process of observation, measurement, analysis and
interpretation, oriented to the knowledge of the operation of a given public intervention, in
order to reach a value judgment about its social utility [161].
Public policies aim to solve social problems by meeting the expectations of the recipients of
these policies. To this end, public decision-makers encourage actions that tend to take the
form of plans or programs. When implementing these plans, government structures have a
number of political, legal and economic instruments to put them into practice, such as laws,
budgets, surveys, etc. In the end, all policies aim to influence society by acting on the needs
and problems detected, in order to provoke either an effect or a change in that reality.
The purpose of policy evaluation is to analyse the different stages, from the decision to
intervene until the impacts are manifested, checking the validity, both internal and external, of
the hypotheses that justify the intervention. The evaluation of public policies requires evidence
regarding their design, implementation, effects, results and impacts [162]. Proficient evaluation
requires adequate organizational capacities and increased accountability of all hierarchical
structures in the system, especially decision-makers and those engaged in the policy-making
processes. The ultimate goal of policy evaluation is to obtain feedback information to make
decisions. In general, evaluation can help determine the degree of achievement of the
proposed objectives, improve policy implementation, be accountable to citizens, increase
community support, and contribute to the scientific basis of policies [163].
The cycle of politics evaluation in general (see Figure 6 - Source: Instytut Analiz Rynku
Pracy), and health politics in particular, begins with the definition of relevant goals for the
health needs that will serve as the input to deliver and provide a set of measures to be
deployed. The evolution of these measures must be assessed often by using performance
indicators that will show a set of results in the course of time. These long-term results are the
basis of the monitoring of the deployed politics, and serve as a feedback to assess the
objectives and the measures. At the same time, the performance indicators will give a
summary of the efficiency, the effectiveness, the impact and the sustainability of the health
politics.
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Figure 6: Evaluation politics cycle

Within the so-called public policies, health public policies occupy a prominent place [164], both
because of their direct relationship with the well-being of society, and because of their political
and social implications, and finally because of the important weight imposed by the health
sector to the economic activity of the countries. The level of current healthcare expenditure in
Europe varies from 321,000 million euros in 2014 in Germany —the highest value among the
EU Member States— and equivalent to 11% of gross domestic product (GDP) to a 6% of GDP
in countries like Poland, Luxembourg, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, and Romania. The members
with highest ratios together with Germany were France, the Netherlands, and Sweden (around
11% of GDP). In Spain, public health expenditure reached 9% of GDP [165].
From an economical point of view, health policies must reach a cost-effective health provision
of care, meaning that the value of the provision of health that is produced is worth its costs.
Hence, a key issue is the assessment of policy outcomes. An assessment of health benefits
below the cost of policies to achieve them leads to a waste of resources [166]. Utilization of
health services is excessive in three scenarios: (i) if they are ineffective (inefficiently
ineffective), (ii) if they are effective but cost more than necessary, or (iii) if they are valued less
than they cost in terms of utility. From an operational point of view, health policies must get the
perfect translation of the plans of health in government policies and service plans [167]. To
achieve the goals for health services and provision of care the health objectives, the difficult
task of translating health objectives into health services must be properly carried out.
To evaluate and assess the goals of a public health policy it is a common procedure to design
and develop key performance indicators based on the needs of the corresponding health
policy. At the health system level, there were no clear interrelationships defined among the
various indicators of health, healthcare performance, non-medical determinants of health, and
community and health system characteristics. The Canadian Health Indicators Framework
made an effort to define these interrelationships or tiers that were published in the conceptual
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framework of the OECD Health Care Quality Indicator Project [168]. In this framework, these
four tiers: (i) Health Status, (ii) Non-Healthcare determinants of health, (iii) Healthcare system
performance, and (iv) Health system design and context, were related and included different
dimensions for evaluating health policies. This conceptual framework allows to trace back to
the health determinants model, taking a broader, societal or public health view of health
determination, whereas a health care performance takes a narrower, mostly clinical or
technical view of health care in relation to health needs.
With the aim of obtaining as objective, evidence as possible in order to enable the evidenceinformed public policy-making process, WHO established in 2005 the Evidence-informed
Policy Network (EVIPNet) to support capacity development in the use of evidence in a
systematic and transparent manner in health policy-making [169]. The health policy-making
scheme suggested by the EVIPNet is presented below (Figure 7).

Figure 7: The EVIPNet action cycle

4.8.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
The design and development of public health policies are methodologically clear. However,
the correct implementation and deployment of health policies does not always correctly fit the
goals and inputs originally designed. The reasons for this are multiple due to the high
complexity on developing public policies in general, but an important issue is that the policy
implementation is often one of the most neglected phases of policy making and may be
indeed an alien phase with respect to the policy formulation. Because of this, policies may
even reach outcomes that may not be those which were designed [170].
The CrowdHEALTH Project aims at improving both the design and the implementation phase
based on the modelling of public health policies using ontologies and semantic reasoning,
which may help prevent the disconnection between the objectives, and the implementation of
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the policies based mainly due to the performance indicators that should measure those
objectives.
The Policy Development Toolkit will provide in the end a decision support system for
designing and implementing evidence-based performance indicators for public health policies
that will aim at achieving a change in major public health problems for the improvement of the
society.
4.9.

Risk stratification

The focus here is on population-level risk stratification, employing machine learning tools for
stratifying segments of the population into different levels of risk (low, medium, high).
4.9.1. State of the Art
In order to define risk models, we must define risk. In D5.3 [239], we have defined this as: “the
likelihood of a medical event occurring over a specified time period”.
Risk in this context can take two primary definitions: the risk of an adverse medical event
occurring could be, e.g., (a diagnosis or an unfavourable medical outcome such as a heart
attack within 6 months. In the context of CrowdHEALTH, the scope of this work does not
consider risks such as) resource use within a healthcare system the focus is on medical
events that may occur in the population. The primary utilisation of risk models within
CrowdHEALTH will be for the purposes of data-driven risk stratification. Risk stratification
assigns a risk category to a patient according to the information obtained from their health
data. The number of risk categories can vary: in data-driven models, there are typically only
two categories (high risk and not-high risk); in domain expert models, there could be as many
as 92 (as in the Adjusted Clinical Groups model).
Risk stratification models can be primarily broken up into two classes: models produced by
healthcare and health policy (domain) experts, and data-driven models obtained through the
application of machine learning techniques. The two classes of models are disparate in
several ways:
1. In terms of their current real-world utility: the models produced by domain experts are
well established and utilised both on a local geographic level by hospitals and general
practices and at the population level for population health, whereas the data-driven
machine learning models are still at the research stage. Despite this disparity,
machine-learning techniques show promise in their application to the healthcare
domain.
2. In terms of their scope: some models produced by domain experts cover the entire
spectrum of known diseases, whereas data-driven models typically only consider a
specific class of diseases.
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3. In terms of their predictive power: data-driven models are more effective at predicting
risk than their domain expert counterparts.
Let us now describe the class of domain expert models. These models take typical patient
data such as demographics, morbidities, co-morbidities, and diagnoses, and assign one of
many risk categories based upon this information. We shall describe four such models:
Hierarchical Condition Categories, Adjusted Clinical Groups, Chronic Condition Count, and
Elder Risk Assessment.
The HCC model places patients into one of 79 pre-identified condition categories according to
ICD-10 diagnosis codes and demographic data with each category associated with a risk
score [171]. It is used to adjust Medicare capitation payments for Medicare Advantage plans
[172] and is implemented by the CMS. This model has also been used to predict
hospitalisations effectively [173] [174].
The ACG model [175] utilises demographic and diagnostic information to first classify patients
into one of 93 categories reflecting their utilisation of medical resources. It is developed by
Johns Hopkins University. It is used to predict morbidity and the utilisation of medical
resources [175].
The Chronic Condition Count [176], [177] assigns patients to one of 6 categories based upon
the total number of chronic conditions a patient has: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or more. Co-morbidity
counts have been shown to correlate with high annual costs [177], and as such are highly
productive as a tool for risk stratification.
Elder Risk Assessment [178] assigns patients an index, known as the ERA index, which is
used to identify patients at-risk for hospitalisation and emergency department visits for
patients with an age greater than 60 years old. The ERA index is a weighted score computed
from age, sex, number of hospital days in the previous two years, marital status and selected
medical conditions (diabetes, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, stroke, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, and dementia).
Based on a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial that assessed the prevention of
myocardial infarction, PEGASUS-TIMI 54 [238], relevant based on recent research.
PEGASUS-TIMI 54 criterion has been used to calculate the risk of 1-year mortality of patients
with acute myocardial infarction based on a multivariate analysis to create a weighted risk
score. The study was successful, but further work is ongoing on a different, larger, cohort than
the 1324 patients that participated in this study.
Let us now discuss the class of data-driven models. The state-of-the-art way to formulate
data-driven models is by using supervised machine learning techniques. In the machine
learning research domain, the term “risk stratification” typically refers to the stratification of
patients into two categories: high-risk and not-high-risk. This primarily appears to be for
simplification rather than practicality.
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The main problem in producing a risk stratification model is the assessment of the risk using
the extracted features. In this case, there have been many studies on morbidities such as
cardiovascular diseases [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184], diabetes [185] [186], hypertension
[187], metabolic syndrome [188], heritable cardiac arrhythmias [189], and clostridium difficile
[190] [191] [192] in the context of using machine learning techniques. These cover many
different techniques such as logistic regression, random forests, Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs), Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and k-nearest neighbour. Some also
use boosting methods, such as AdaBoost, which take several classifiers as input and produce
a single, stronger classifier. These techniques have been proven to work well in the
healthcare literature and, in some cases, better than the domain expert models [182].
In the literature, these classifiers are often validated by first splitting the data set into two parts:
the training set and the testing set. Each set could represent a different proportion of the data
(for e.g. 75% of instances are in the training set, 25% of instances are in the testing set).
Instances in the data set are assigned to each set randomly according to the desired
proportions. The classifier is then produced from the training set and then tested on the testing
set, with the performance of the classifier assessed by benchmarks such as the receiveroperating characteristic (ROC), the area under the ROC (AUC), and the confusion matrix.
In a recent paper closely related to the work in CrowdHEALTH, Mayer et al. [237] apply a
Recurrent ANN to perform risk stratification of patient’s risk of cardiovascular death. They
compare their results against existing risk metrics, like TIMI, which generally require lab tests
to determine. As such, there is delay in computing such risk metrics, which they aim to
circumvent by using a machine learning approach based on data that is available to hand
when a person develops symptoms of acute coronary syndrome. The results on a holdout
validation / test set of 861 patients gave an AUC of 0.767 compared with 0.670 for TIMI risk
scores.
The production of data-driven models suffers from two main problems in the healthcare
domain: the handling of missing data and the class imbalance problem. A thorough review
and discussion of this has been included in D5.3 [239], which interested readers are referred
to for the sake of saving space in this deliverable. D5.3 also covers data processing and
training challenges pertaining to feature selection and controlling over-fitting, as well as
supervised and semi-supervised machine learning classifiers.
4.9.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
A key aspect of risk that is missing from the state-of-the-art is the temporal dimension; the risk
of an adverse medical event occurring is not a static concept and hence should receive the
appropriate treatment. There are two coupled advancements to make in this area: feature
extraction from holistic health records, and a temporal risk framework where the risk is a
function of time. In the literature, feature extraction from health records and clinical data is
executed either by domain experts with knowledge of the specific disease, or by some
automated process such as temporal abstraction. For the production of an automated
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temporal risk framework, these feature extraction methods are not appropriate; even the
framework of temporal abstraction requires some domain inputs to begin with (for e.g. the
constitution of a low blood-glucose level).
Regarding feature selection, we will combine and test the existing methods and apply several
variations of genetic algorithms that can be used as data compression algorithm which
chooses a feature subset having the equal ability to discriminate as the initial set of features. It
has been shown that this approach can produce very promising results [193].
Regarding missing data, instead of focusing on imputing/modelling values that are unknown,
the focus should be on the known values. This shift in focus is not well-suited to the current
state-of-the-art in its current form, as the majority of methods focus on either the modelling or
imputation of missing data. Therefore, the advancement here is to develop training
programmes for classifiers, which fully exploit the known data, rather than attempt to
circumvent the problem through imputation/modelling approaches. If this advancement is not
possible, the focus should be on modelling missing values. The best-known methods,
machine-learning imputation and statistical methods are likely to have performance
drawbacks, both in runtime length and in classification performance. The alternative
advancement here will be in the development of a statistical framework, which works well in
conjunction with classifiers.
While the class imbalance problem could be solved using cost-sensitive learning, it is not
obvious what the costs are, nor is it clear if this is the most productive approach. It is quite
possible the problem could be equivalently solved by the introduction of modified versions of
existing machine learning classifiers to account for the class imbalance, or by the introduction
of new classifiers, which are robust to class imbalance. The advancement is, therefore, to
develop ways to handle the class imbalance problem in an intrinsic manner: either by analysis
of the costs of misclassification, by modification of existing classifiers, or by the development
of new classifiers.
4.10. Clinical pathway mining
4.10.1. State of the Art
As patient EHRs reflect the temporal nature of patient care, a patient’s sequence of symptoms
and diagnoses often correlates with their medications and procedures. These observations
may unlock the ability to analyse disease progression pathways and identify temporal
patterns, which in turn can provide important insights into how diseases evolve over time and
the effects of implemented interventions. However, extracting temporal knowledge from EHRs
is not a straightforward task, due to the volume and variability of data included in such records
(i.e. millions of records, comprising of diagnosis codes, lab tests, drugs, etc.). Furthermore,
conventional methods are not capable of correlating patterns with outcomes [194].
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The state of the art for clinical pathway mining does not include any patient-reported data.
This means that the pathways are incomplete and only incorporate a small part of the
“pathways” that patients experience (within the healthcare system as a whole, as well as at
home).
There is also currently no understanding of the determinants that affect online coaching
adherence or the impact of online education. Even more interestingly, there is no
understanding of online coaching adherence or online coaching impact itself. Therefore, this is
a field that is in dire need of learning and innovation.
4.10.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
Within the BIO use case, application of clustering and pattern mining techniques on HHRs
containing data from multiple sources (biosignals, PHRs, medications, etc.) will facilitate the
identification of similarities or differences between groups of patients and highlight those
factors that affect treatment plans or a patient status significantly and thus provide
recommendations to the healthcare professionals who are responsible for the decision making
regarding the clinical pathways or policy makers in a wider context.
Through CrowdHEALTH and the CRA use case in particular, it will be clear how cancer
patients really experience their condition and how online coaching and online education can
help improve quality of life.
Finally, through data mining across the CRA use case, CrowdHEALTH will yield important
findings around the ‘status’ of online coaching and online education, as well as how their
adherence and impact, respectively, can be improved.
4.11. Multimodal forecasting
4.11.1. State of the Art
Health forecasting is a novel area of forecasting and a valuable tool for predicting future health
events or situations. Health forecasting requires reliable data, adequate information about the
data, and appropriate analytical tools for the predictions. There is no single approach to health
forecasting, and so various methods have often been adopted to forecast aggregate or
specific health conditions. In general, two main approaches exist, a judgmental (qualitative)
and a statistical (quantitative) one. In CrowdHEALTH we will mainly focus on statistical one
that is based on analysing historical data.
Forecasting always involves a degree of uncertainty, as it is virtually impossible to have a
perfect (i.e. 100 % error free) prediction. The major source of uncertainty and error is the data
that is often noisy and incomplete. This basic problem can partly be addressed
methodologically, by obtaining health forecasts with the least possible error [195].
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One way to approach randomness in data is to use aggregations, because forecasting for a
population aggregate presents a lesser challenge than doing so for an individual case. It is
shown that the behaviour of the aggregated data can have very stable characteristics, even
when the individuals within exhibit high degrees of randomness [196].
The decision which health forecasting method (tools) should be used is based on the type
(continuous or categorical), amount and distribution of data, the forecasting horizon for which
the health forecast is being created and the degree of accuracy or error that is acceptable.
In health, forecasting data is usually presented in the form of time series as a pattern of
distribution of health data over a period. The properties of time series require specific
treatment prior to any analysis like feature extraction, feature selection and imputation. One of
the most broadly used methods in health forecasting is auto regressive integrated moving
averages (ARIMA) [197]. For instance, the Box–Jenkins ARIMA model, is commonly used in
fitting forecasting models when dealing with a non-stationary time series, and this model has
been used extensively in health forecasting [197] [198] [199] [200] [201]. Additionally, there
are several other approaches to health forecasting, including various machine-learning
techniques [202] [203] [204] [205] [206]. Deep learning has recently also been used for
forecasting with good results [207] [208] [209], although not in the health domain.
While forecasting is implicitly used in building clinical models (based on clinical trials),
forecasting has not been used for online coaching and online education and their impacts.
In addition, determinants for online coaching adherence and online education impact are
currently still broadly unknown and not fully understood, there is therefore no ability to forecast
these for “new” users/patients/input.
4.11.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
To ensure a high forecasting accuracy we will follow the best practices on data preparation,
which includes: (i) gathering information and adding domain knowledge to generate additional
features, (ii) preliminary (exploratory) analysis to check the data, find anomalies and correctly
impute missing values, (iii) choose the most appropriate model, after testing several of them
and making our own by combining existing ones, (iv) using and evaluating the forecasting
models with continuous monitoring, parameters tweaking and accuracy checking.
Since the deep learning shows good results in many different fields, and since first deep
learning applications of forecasting are promising, we will focus on customizing deep learning
approach for our specific data set. We will also consider more traditional approaches, either in
combination with deep learning or instead of it if they provide better results.
Through CrowdHEALTH, forecasting will incorporate medical as well as quality of life data that
will help enhance the forecast for patient outcomes. In other words, “real world data” will be
included in an unprecedented way.
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For the determinants for online coaching adherence and online education impact case, the
advancements sought through CrowdHEALTH in the area of multimodal forecasting focus on
the ability to predict, with as little new input/data as possible, how a specific patient will adhere
to, and be affected by, online coaching and online education, respectively.
4.12. Causal analysis
4.12.1. State of the Art
As mentioned above, very little data is collected from the patient, and even less is used for
analysing cause-and-effect relationships. This, combined with the inherent difficulty in
revealing causality, prevents causal analysis from including any patient-related attributes, as
well as the online coaching adherence and online education impact.
4.12.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
We aspire to use CrowdHEALTH to advance the state of the art for analysing the causes
associated with outcomes of online coaching and education. This, in turn, will enable us to
enhance such offerings in ways that can improve patients’ quality of life.
CrowdHEALTH will bring about new knowledge about what is the underlying cause that drives
the determinants of online coaching adherence and online education impact. In particular, we
will reach more concrete conclusions around what drives patients to follow online coaching,
and why online education can help their quality of life.
4.13. Context analysis
4.13.1. State of the Art
Contextualisation of knowledge is a subject that emerges as a technical topic since early
stages, being implicitly connected to optimization and effective use of technical knowhow in a
specific context and under certain process data considered as relevant. At large, a context is a
formal selection relevant data, process and KPI’s that coherently define explain and manage a
technical system. During the last decades, the concept become heavily used especially in
telecom and distributed connected systems, having associated knowledge and description of
control for: signalling, resource discovery & provisioning or path control. Within the dawn of
Internet of Things and Cyber Physical Systems Context Analysis received an increased
attention due to high volume of raw data collected and processed and the need to provide
time wise decision support for both real time situations (e.g. emergencies,) and long-term
ones, as the ones related to health-related trends.
Current technological trends involve AI techniques executed on top of distributed streaming
architectures, enabling full Big Data leveraging. Data is collected in infrastructures like Apache
Hadoop, and complex analytics is used to generate coherent sets of facts and knowledge.
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Generic, a context analysis can be seen as being composed from two phases: one related to
build up of referential knowledge, usually in a formal way – a design time, and one related to
effective use of this knowledge and eventually tuning & update of it on running systems – a
run time. Regarding both phases, knowledge extraction might be the product of human expert,
machine learning or a combination of both and the same pattern apply to the validation of it.
4.13.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
In CrowdHEALTH Context Analysis refer the approach to be used for clustering of HHR data
aiming to extract deep correlations at the level of target observation group of health records.
Initial sets of knowledge models are considered to find presumptive clusters similarities. Those
techniques are not used alone but in combination with classification and reasoning (relying on
use of semantic models for knowledge) having as key result extraction of exploration and
clinical pathways to be used as patterns and signals of observation for groups at potential risk.
Context knowledge management starts from a number of key assumptions and correlations
between available data and targets. Based on available data context it will be evaluated and
updated using Big Data Analytics tools.
4.14. Policy development toolkit
4.14.1. State of the Art
Policy development toolkit helps policy makers to create and evaluate their policies from
scratch or using predefined and applying modification if and where is needed. It is the front
tool to utilize the CrowdHEALTH platform and its provided capabilities.
The lifecycle of a policy can go through six phases:
1. Planning: The policy maker has to define and formulate the desired action. For this
action, the Policy Development Toolbox of CrowdHEALTH will provide an interface to
create a structured policy through a policy creator wizard (we present the technical
details below).
2. Adoption: Once the planning phase ends, the policy maker can choose which policies
to adopt based on their preferences. This phase is also supported from CrowdHEALTH
platform with evaluation and visualization of the aforementioned planning. Evidences
to support the choices of the policy maker are presented at this stage. Based on
visualization workbench with charts and indicators, the policy maker will decide to
move to the next step of designing the policy or return to the planning phase for
modifications.
3. Design: At this phase, the policy maker has to design the details, take decisions and
prepare the policy measure to be implemented later. Although this phase is out of the
scope of CrowdHEALTH, the results and the evidences of the platform can be used to
help the user at the measure designing.
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4. Implementation: Policy implementation translates policy to action from paper to the real
world.
5. Evaluation: Policy performance checks to evaluate the quality of the action. Indicators
and evaluation methodologies are utilized. At this phase, the policy maker can
compare the results of the real world with the expected of the CrowdHEALTH platform.
6. Revision: Policy makers decide whether to stop or keep it running without or without
modifications. The feedback of this phase can lead to a new cycle of policy.
Policy makers will be guided through the toolkit and the user interface, with web toolkit
messages regarding suggestions and usability tips. Due to the diversity (different standards
and thresholds, different cultures, different stakeholders, different concerns, different
resources) of each policy maker, the platform goal is to utilize ease of use patterns to
overcome any user confusion regarding the steps. Thus, mutually exclusive controls will be
utilized to forbid users choosing incompatible options or options/queries that cannot be served
by the platform. This way we will minimize the false and impossible policies.
To simplify the process, we can separate the controls/options in the following categories:











Population segmentation: helps the user to choose a portion of whole population,
based on specific attributes – characteristics that are useful for his policy. For example,
a population group can have attributes and values like “gender is male and location is
Italy with age between 30 and 40 years old”. Thus, every analysis will be applied on
that specific population.
Data source selection: By selecting a specific data source, the population is limited
only to the corresponding data. CrowdHEALTH source has the holistic health records
(HHRs).
Policy models: Policy model option describes the core of the policy. This option defines
the main issue/topic e.g. obesity, high blood sugar etc.
KPIs: KPIs are a list of option based on which we can “measure” the performance of
our policy. For example, “visits to doctors” is an indicator that can help as evaluate the
policy.
Predefined queries: As we mentioned before at the lifecycle of a policy, policy makers
will be able to use policies that already exist in order to use or modify them based on
their preferences. Selecting a predefined query will cause all controls to be auto
configured to specific options. Current control helps the policy maker to select from a
pool of carefully constructed policies and either apply it as it is or modify it before
submitting.
Policy aspect/goal: Policy maker can choose a goal/aspect regarding the cost, risk
and/or benefits of the policy. Selecting aspects, helps the user to analyse the data and
view the results based on specified perspective. For example, costs can result to
suggestions regarding the cost reduction but “Risks” would focus e.g. only on health
dangers.
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Ease of use and user experience are goals that we will try to achieve with advanced user
interface. In order to simplify the processes, we utilize Single page application architecture to
help policy makers and users with low or no technical computer science knowledge to use the
platform.
Angular (4.0) [210] and React [211] are today the most advanced technologies to create
single page applications (SPA). For our work, we choose the Angular, which is backed by
Google Inc.
Angular framework is based on Typescript programming language (for compilation stage) and
JavaScript (as an output) which is compatible with all browsers and mobile devices. Thus, the
platform will be able to be responsive with advanced user experience. There is no need for
backend components, as the business logic will be integrated at the front end.
For UI components and controls, the most used and advanced components are the Bootstrap
library backed by Twitter Inc. and Google Material Design. We will use the latest Angular
Material library, which applies Material Design patterns based on Angular framework, to create
an advanced look and feel experience in our CrowdHEALTH platform.
To summarize, Angular and Material Design is the current state of the art for creating single
page application and will be utilized to provide ease of use and great UX for the users.
4.14.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
Policy development toolkit advancements in CrowdHEALTH:





Population of PDT web controls by loading JSON classes (for PHP, KPI, and
DataModels) from local files (mock-ups).
Web controls modified for CrowdHEALTH requirements without losing the advanced
user experience – look and feel.
Integrated authentication and authorization capabilities with material design patterns.
Extending the current framework and libraries of the aforementioned technologies to
utilize CrowdHEALTH platform capabilities with great user experience but simplified
processes. Although the complexity of the implementation can be higher than other
technologies in order to offer UX, the user will have a simple but powerful environment.

4.15. Trust management and reputation modelling
4.15.1. State of the Art
Both terms of trust and reputation, although intuitively recognised and understand, have a
broad range of definition in the information security field [212] provides a detailed overview of
the nuances and the reference literature on the topic.
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In order to set a common definition in the context of CrowdHEALTH, we will be relying to the
notions of trust and reputation as defined by McKnight and Chervany [213], and by the
Concise Oxford Dictionary, respectively:




Trust: Trust is the extent to which one party is willing to depend on something or
somebody in a given situation with a feeling of relative security, even though negative
consequences are possible.
Reputation: Reputation is what is generally said or believed about a person’s or
thing’s character or standing.

The trustworthiness of interacting entities is reflected as estimates, since it cannot be directly
measured or absolutely estimated for future interactions. This is done through the trust and
reputation values, mainly. In addition to trust and reputation, two other building blocks are
usually required [214]:



Trust metrics, which the computation of trust values for a given entity according to a
set of selected indicators.
Observers, which acknowledge existing trust metrics and generate trust-ratings.

[215] Enumerates five factors which influence the resulting trust metrics, and which include
properties of the trustee, trustor and their context:








Trustee’s objective properties: Competence; ability; security (confidentiality, integrity,
availability); dependability (reliability, maintainability, usability, safety); predictability;
timeliness; (observed) behaviours; strength; privacy preservation.
Trustee’s subjective properties: Honesty; benevolence; goodness.
Trustor’s objective properties: Assessment; a given set of standards; trustor’s
standards.
Trustor’s subjective properties: Confidence; (subjective) expectations; subjective
probability; willingness; belief; disposition; attitude; feeling; intention; faith; hope;
trustor’s dependence and reliance.
Context (incl. purpose): Situations entailing risk; structural risk; domain of action;
environment (time, place, involved persons), purpose of trust.

IoT-A [216] recommends following five steps when creating and maintaining trust and
reputation models [217]:
1. Gathering information about the system’s entities: The first component of a reputation
system is responsible for collecting information on the behaviour of nodes, which will
be used to determine how “trustworthy” they are. Using established network identities,
a reputation system protocol collects information about the behaviour of a given node
in previous transactions. This information is collected individually from each node
querying them, or is provided proactively by all nodes collating together their
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experiences. Information sources may be for instance own personal experience,
experience of pre-trusted nodes, directly or transitively, or a global reputation system.
Scoring and ranking entities: Once the nodes' history has been collected and properly
weighted, a reputation score is computed for each node, either by an interested agent,
a centralized entity, or by many nodes collectively.
Entity selection: Once an agent has computed reputation ratings for the nodes
interested transacting with it, it must decide which, if any, to choose. This is especially
true if multiple peers offer the same service, but also if the services are ranked closely,
based on whether the peer’s reputation rating is above or below a set selection
threshold.
Transaction: When a service has been chosen, out of the possible candidates, the
trustor performs the transaction with the chosen trustee.
Rewarding and punishing entities: Reputation systems can be used to motivate peers
to positively contribute to the network and/or punish adversaries who try to disrupt the
system.

As suggested in [214], holistic trust management systems should consider a broad range of
trust-sources, such as data perception trust, identity trust, privacy preservation, data
transmission and communication trust, system security and robustness trust, privacypreserving data fusion and mining trust, trust of users and the trust of the consuming
applications.
Trust and reputation modelling and management of cyber information is a key point in
distributed and health-related systems, as the evaluation of the data resulting from processing
and reasoning over the information defines and drives physical decisions and policies. Both
malfunctioning and malicious devices and services can alter or report false readings, which
then are propagated throughout the entire system, resulting in incorrect decisions being made.
In this regard and for such manifestation into the physical dimension, trust therefore is also
closely related to the issues of overall safety. In the case in which trust correlates to the
reliability of the reported (health) sensor measurements provided by various devices such as
fitness trackers, outlier detection technique such as those presented in [218] are used [219]
proposes FIRE, a multi-agent for calculating trust and reputation integrating a number of
information sources: trust, role-based trust, witness reputation and certified reputation in order
to provide a trust metric.
As part of the RERUM project [217], a completely generic, flexible trust and reputation engine
was created [220], consisting of two main parts: a trust (and corresponding reputation model),
and a reaction model, which processes and triggers defined events based on various
evaluations realized in the trust model. E.g., the reaction model can assist the authentication
and authorization components in performing their function, or the reasoning components by
providing additional annotated data. Alongside the model a tool and language for defining
custom reactions and data processing were defined, which allows extending the mechanisms
to multiple data formats and events.
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4.15.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
Within CrowdHEALTH, the mechanism proposed in RERUM will be extended in order to
comply and reason with (i) social data and (ii) while preserving the unlinkability concept [221].
Finally (iii), within CrowdHEALTH a mechanism for achieving a distributed, lighted trust
mechanism will be devised.
4.16. Data anonymization and access control
4.16.1. State of the Art
Finding appropriate ways to implement privacy principles in the big data business is the most
efficient way to prevent a conflict between privacy and big data. Privacy by design is one of
the fundamental mechanisms to address privacy risks from the beginning of the data
processing, and apply necessary privacy preserving solutions. Privacy by design was firstly
introduced by Ann Cavoukian [222], and elaborated on the notion of embedding privacy
measures into the design of ICT systems. Consequently, privacy by design can be a tool for
empowering the individuals in the big data era, as well as supporting the data controllers’
liability and trust.
CrowdHEALTH will employ privacy preserving solutions by employing the technologies of
anonymization, authentication, authorization and access control. Anonymization refers to the
process of modifying personal data in such a way that individuals cannot be re-identified and
no information about them can be learned. It is applied in several cases of data analysis,
especially in the context of Statistical Disclosure Control [223]. Most of the privacy
anonymization models fall into two distinguished categories. The first includes k-anonymity
[224]and its extensions [225] [226] [227], while the second consists of the notion of εdifferential privacy [228], alongside with some variations [229] [230].
Identity disclosure can be prevented with a k-anonymous version of the initial dataset, that is,
an original record cannot be distinguished within a group of k records sharing quasi-identifier
values. The basic notion of the k-anonymity model and its extensions is to classify the
attributes of a dataset into several non-disjoint types:
 Identifiers: These are the attributes in the initial dataset that explicitly identify the
subject (e.g. passport number). The removal of the identifiers is a requirement to
create an anonymized dataset.
 Quasi-identifiers: These are the attributes in the initial dataset that in combination can
identify the subject (e.g. age, city of residence). Quasi-identifiers cannot be removed,
since any attribute is potentially a quasi-identifier.
 Confidential attributes: These attributes contain sensitive information on the subject
(e.g. salary, health condition).
Differential privacy is the second category of privacy models, which aims to anonymize the
answers to interactive queries submitted to a database. Differentially private data sets can be
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generated by creating a simulated dataset from a differentially private dataset or by adding
noise to the attributes of the initial dataset. The main downside of differential privacy is that it
guarantees privacy at the expense of a severe utility loss.
Electronic health (e-Health) services offer efficient exchange of the patient’s data between
different entities, such as nurses, doctors, lab technicians and receptionists [231]. In
CrowdHEALTH, healthcare providers can share anonymized health data to several parties. In
such case, authentication and access control issues pose serious challenges that hinder the
wide adoption of cloud-based e-Health services. CrowdHEALTH will employ OpenID Connect
[232], and Role Based Access Control to provide authentication, authorization and access
control. OpenID Connect is a combination of a Single-Sign-On (SSO) and delegated
authorization protocol and provides a securely-critical service for application developers. In
OpenID Connect, three distinguished roles can be found:





End-User: An end user wants to access selected services, and consequently he needs
to prove his identity to the Client.
Client: It is an application that authenticates End-Users to the relevant OpenID
Connect provider. The Client is responsible for requesting an ID token which proves
the identity of the End-User and an Access token to access the protected resources.
OpenID Provider: This entity is responsible for issuing ID tokens and Access tokens.
These tokens are created only after successful authentication and authorization of the
End-User.

4.16.2. Advancements in CrowdHEALTH
CrowdHEALTH will achieve the following advancements in the field of anonymization,
authentication, authorization and access control:
 Anonymize HHRs on the fly and achieve k-anonymity to ensure that person
identification is not feasible from big data analytics.
 Create a Single Sign On authentication and authorization mechanism that will be used
by different stakeholders of CrowdHEALTH. Each stakeholder will have different rights
on the CrowdHEALTH platform based on his role.
 Protection of the resources of CrowdHEALTH by employing Role Based Access
Control. This is essential in the CrowdHEALTH platform, since the data that are
processed and stored contain personal and sensitive information.
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5. Conclusions
The main goal of this document is to identify and update the requirements towards the
CrowdHEALTH mechanisms, the CrowdHEALTH architecture and the overall integrated
platform. The use cases define required features and capabilities of the mechanisms and the
overall platform necessary to identify potential aspects that are not considered during the
specification of different tools and services. The requirements identified from the technological
backbone fulfil two purposes: first, they capture add-ons of the tools required to support the
use cases and second, they collect steps necessary to increase the TRL of the tools so that
they are advanced and can be exploited. The requirements collected here are an important
building block when defining the CrowdHEALTH architecture. Thus, the results of this
document will be used in several different ways. First of all, they are a main driving factor for
the architecture definition. In addition to that, the priority of a requirement in combination with
its impact on the use cases and the planned schedule, will define the prioritization of that
requirement and hence, the time of its implementation in the technical WPs of the project.
Besides these, the results of this work will extensively be re-used in WP6 where in order to
steer the definition of the pilot experiments, their actual realization, and the validation of the
CrowdHEALTH outcomes. Last but least, the content and the requirements defined in this
document will be re-evaluated in the next iterations of this deliverable, reflecting updated state
of the art outcomes as well as new requirements.
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